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Ransom Drop In Murray Uhionfirmed By Officials
1.•

Kidnapped Girliteleated Unhurt
about the case.
By CARL MANNING
businessman Ben Gaines, hurried away
Murray, Ky., about 30 miles north of
Both Murray Police Chief Brent
Associatred Press Writer
from the dwelling where he had mainMcKenzie. Another family friend
Manning and Calloway County Sheriff
McKENZIE,Tenn.(AP)-Eitchteen- tained a tense Vigil since Friday.
denied the story..
Max Morris reitereated the-KSP
year-old Jodle Gaines, kidnapped
Federal and state agents had been
detective saying what information they
Friday night, was'released unharmed
waiting for a break in the case, with
Dick Blay, assistant FBI agent in
had on the case, they picked up from
today and some arrests have been only Miss Gaines' abandoned car and a
Memphis, said he knew of no ransom
the news media.
made, U.S. Atty. Mike Cody said in
receiver clipped from a pay telephone
drop being made Monday. Federal
A spokesman for the FBI in Louisville
Memphis.
as clues.
agents Sunday agreed to honor a family
said he was aware of the ease, but inA dispatcher for the Carroll County
request that they Rot interfere with the
"She is disraught and upset but OK,"
dicated that Memphis office of the FBI
sheriff's office said Monday night that.
payoff if one was made.
Cody said by telephone.
Miss Gaines' car was Ceund abandoned- was investigating and shoukl the case
He said she was released at a cabin
Throughout the evening, dampened
move across state lines, the Kentucky
earlier in the day about 25 miles
near the Big Sandy River in the
_by a drizzle,a parade of cars passed by
office
would
enter
the
ease
in
a-----aoutheast
of
McKenzie.
'
Springville area in neighborine1WF
aecondary capacity to the Memphis the Gaines house. Several times, a few
Reports that a "droP" of ransom
County some 15 miles:- northeast :of
of the town's 5,500 residents asked
money was scheduled in Murray last-, °c6Ce
McKenzie.
.
,
reporters
for any word on Jodie's fate.-A Nashville reporter for WSM radio,
night were not confirmed by law en-___"There have been some arrests," he
A dispatcher for the Carroll County
sheriff
told
the
Williams,
said
.Allen
said. He would not elaborate.
forcement officials, however, a local,
him,"I can't tell you anything but she's sheriff's office said Monday night that.
motel operator said today that FBI
A few moments later Cody said two
Jodie's car was found abandoned
alive."
agents did secure a room from him to
men and a woman are in custody and
earlierin
the day about 25 miles southFederal and state agents spent part
be used to observe the alleged drop
more persons may be arrested,
east of McKenzie.
abandoned
car
day
combing
an
of
the
point.
His disclosure came on the heels of
and examining a receiver clipped from
It was taken to Huntingdon, 10 miles
word from Carroll County Sheriff
Murray Police,. Kentucky State : a pay telephone, looking for their first
south of McKenzie, where FBI agents
Lawrence Garrett that Miss Gaines
Police and the Federal Bureau of
break in their investigation of the aband officers from the Tennessee
was alive and that there would be good
Investigation office in Louisville, all
duction of the wealthy businessman's
Bureau of Criminal Identification
news at 1 p.m. CDT news.conference
said today they had no close knowledge
daughter.
poured over the vehicle Monday night
today.
Kentucky.
drop
in
alleged
of the
Gaines left the house in a police car
in a garage .,guarded by a_ Tennessee
Garrett spoke with reporters.at the
A KeatuskY State Police.-detective , late in the mOrning; apparently - to
Highway Patrolman.
front doorof the family's home, after
said early today he had "heard the
board a highway patrol heliocopter
the
kidnap-- victim's
father,
rumor" but could confirm - Bathing
waiting nearby. The craft lifted off and
A receiver and cord from a pay
sped away moments later, but obtelephone in a McKenzie service station
servors could not be certain he was
were ciAsped by_ a= federal agent and
aboard.
taken to the FBI command post at the
A family friend said an effort to pay a
McKenzie Motor Inn. The station's
quarter million dollar, ransom Monday
manager said he was asked who used
night fell through.
the-phone Monday morning but he said
A student at a private Memphis prep
too many customers passed through the
school, Jodie keit a Friday night
station for him to tell who may hive
countu -club dinner to visit a cousin's
called out.
Infidi away, but never
Utilet
Earlier Monday evening, the victim's
reached her destination.
father said no payoff had been made
and his daughter had not been freed.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Gaines
"We have not paid the ransom and we
and a student at a private Memphis
have not picked her up, no sir," he said.
prep school, Jodie has been mLsting
since Friday night following a family
dinner and a drive to her cousin's home
which she never completed.
Mrs. Gaines and her son, Ben Jr., 20,
left the family home Monday afternoon
and returned by mid evening. Hayes
Brwrimitt, a friend of Ben Jr.'s, said he
CALLOWAY COUNTY RED CROSS CHAPTER HELPS TO UNITE FAMILY learned of the attempted ransom drop
in a brief conversation with the youth
A flurry of letters between Washingotri, D. C., Murray, Kentucky, and St.
rdliiiieping of IWkniseiaii Réd Crciiii - -after he and his mother relurnedemi*
KGssue( and the tiiiariein
handed. has resulted in tit* reuniting of a Vietnamese woman and her sister.'Nga
Testimony began today in the lawsuit
Dao Thi did not know that her sister had arrived in the United States, but
filed by the Commonwealth of Ken"They made the drop '
in Kentucky
hoped that she had, and asked Jean Blankenship, Executive Director of the
tucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
instead of Tennessee," Brurrunitt said.
Calloway County Chapter, to try to find her. After a few weeks and many
Resources against the City of Murray
"He said they were supposed to pick
Letters to the Foreign Location Inquiry Service in Washington Mrs.
over an alleged fish kill here in SepJodie up at a second place, but she
Blankenship was able to deliver a hand written letter from the sister to her
tember of 1976.
didn't show." He declined to confirm
family. The Murray woman and her two children are shown receiving the
The Department of Fish and Wildlife
reports that the drop had been made in
news.
claims ih the suit that the fish kill
resulted from the dumping of raw
sewage into Bee Creek and has asked
damages of $5,042.48, the estimated
cost of restocking the 14,000 fish
allegedly killed in the incident.
associate professor in the Department
large posts in the 42-member body and
Dr. LuAnn Wilkerson and Dr. C. D.
The state claims the fish kill resulted
of Professional Studies; and Arlie when
in which all departments on the campus
Wilder, Jr., have been selected to the
raw sewage was dumped into Bee
Scott. an associate. professor of
are represented.
Murray State University faculty-senate
Creek due to the malfunctioning of a lift
The other three at-large senators,
agriculture.
for two-year-terms as senators at large.
station operated by the Murray Water.
A native of Houston, Tex., Dr.
whose terms expire next year, are: Dr.
&
Sewer System.
Elected from a field of five can- Gene Schanbacher, a professor of inWilkerson joined the Murray faculty
"We're going to allege and try to
didates, they will fill two of the five at- dustrial arts; Dr. Arvin D. Grafton, an
last July as director of the Center hir,
Enhancement of Teaching. She also is
an assistant professor in the Department of Speech and Theatre.
She earned her undergraduate
degree at Baylor University in 1969, her
Claude W Johnson, a graduating
master's at the University of Texas at senior at Murray High School, has been
Austin in 1972, and in 1976 was awarded
awarded the $1,000 Martin Luther King,
a doctorate in education by the
they did in handling the sale.
The Galli:mil County Fire and
Jr., Leadership Award to attend
A spokesman said,' A special thanks
University of Massachusetts at Murray State University.
Rescue announced today that a total of
Amherst.
goes to Ronnie Gardner who ran the
--$E832-.25-War1aised from the auction
Reniwable each year through four
Dr. Wilder, an associate professor of years, the award was established to
sale held this past Friday evening at the
concession stand at the sale and
biology at the universily since 1969, was recognize outstanding high school
squad headquarters. The proceeds
donated his entire proceeds from the
born in Macon, Ga., but grew up in seniors and to encourage them to
from the sale will be used to help
stand to the Squad." The spokesman
Paris, Tenn.
added,"Also a thank you to all the
purchase a new Fire Truck for the ttbrealize their full potential for academic
His undergraduate degree was achievement and extracurricular inCountians who dontated itmes for the
volunteer Fire and Rescue.
Numerous items were sold at the sale and to all who came to help make
earned in English at the ilnixersity_dvelvemenk:
the auction sale the success it was."
North Carolina, his master's in zoology
auction as over 60 persons registered
Johnson, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
at the University of Tennessee and his Perry T. Johnson of 100 Garden, pians
for sale numbers to buy items acThe spokesman for the squad said
doctorate in the same field at the to enroll as a pre-engineering student at
cording to a report from the Squad.
that the auction was one of the largest
University of Florida. He came to ' Murray State in the fall to prepare for a
The Rescue Squad would like to
fund raising ever is that the Squad nas
Murray from Virginia Polytechnic career as an electrical or mechanical
express their thanks to the Chester and
had the opportunity to give beseveral
Insitute where he was an assistant engineer
Miller and Shoemaker and Miller
years.
profit/Nor of Zoology
Auction Companies for the excellent job
.Arl. WIVE' stadent for_ four,_yektrx,
e.
__.
..

'
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--niardiC
.1.STUDENT ART SHOW WINNERS-Wmners of the three top awards in the
Murray State University Student Art Show discuss their work with Dr. Constantine W. Curris (right), university president. Next to Curris is Jim Jenkins,
South Bend, Ind., senior, who won the $300 Presklent's Award for the
design materials sculpture at top left. Also shown are D. Gene Karraker,
Reidland senior, who won the $200 Bob Head Award for a sculpture entitled "One Shirt," and Russel Mills, Madisonville junior, who won the $200
Dean's Award for a design-materials plesiglass piece entitled "My Calendar.",The student show will be up through May 10 in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the campus.

Testimony Begins In Fish
Kill Suit

Two Named To- Faculty Senate

Rescue Squad Nets $1,600
In AuctionMere Saturday
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prove that.. . fish swimming around in
our streams have a monetary value,"
Paul Gaines, attorney for the state said
in his opening statement.
Testimony in court this morning
indicated that one at two pumps at the
lift station was out of service due to a
broken shaft and damaged bearings in
the motor of the pump.
J. L. Barnett, chief operator of the
sewage treatment plant said the one
pump became inoperable on August 27
but that the system maintained the
operation of the lift station by using the
remaining pump continously.
The fish kill was first reported to
state officials on September 30. Barnett
testified that the Water & Sewer
System's attempts to purchase the

Claude Johnson Wins Scholarship
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Rail Car Shortage Beginning To Pinch
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By HERBERT SPARROW'
Harris said he did not know yet the
Harris said the ICC did issue a seemovement of about 20 percent of the
Associated Press Writer
fiscal impact of the discounts, or
vice order April 17 asking the Illinois
grain, we have definitely lost ground
The
(AP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
penalties on the sale price, since they
Central and Gulf Railroad to send half
overall in ha Wing capacity," Bergland
shortage of railroad Cars to haul
varied from elevator to elevator and
of its Jumbo covered hopper cars aswrote.
continues,
harvest
Kentucky's grain
from buyer to buyer. However, he said
signed to grain hauling to country grain
Bergland said the severe winter
and grain elevator operators stuck with
it would probably mean an eventual
elevators. However, he said it has had
weather and the recent grain elevator
filled bins have begun to feel the
raising of the price to farmers to store
little effect. The order, scheduled to
mishaps in the Gulf Coast areas has
financial pinch.
their grain.
•
expire Sunday, has been e,xtended for
also contributed to the delays in shipState Agriculture Commissioner Tern
Harris said officials of the Louisville
an additional week.
ping grain
'• Harris said Monday that several & Nashville Railroad have told him
Harris said he received little en"It does appear that the railroad car
managers of grain elevatotx told him 4.,tafaasy are delivering only 38 percent of .ciparagement in a recent letter from
%shortage will not completely disappear
they had been notified by buyers- that the cars they feel each elevator needika! U.S. Agriculture Secretary Roti-rt
before the corning rvest," Bergland
they would be "heavily discounted as of
And Harris said that is often below the • Bergiand,
.
said.
May 1" on orders that iseeetterdue for future the elevator operators ask for.
-ixdaiivarfr•Menke- Irelmiseii memoir toBnellintnt
'
tn
"
axx
""
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tldnAha
e*rg during=corimm In Kerituclq "The seriousness
h°
PPer
cit-6vered
numb..
-Th7/11"4"-ef
4"1"rvitirs
-11411"
1977
increased by some 1,300, the
made bid can't deliver," Harris said. Agriculture and the Interstate Comof .his is we have to get this grain
merce Commission for help, Harris- number of narrow-door boxcars which
Harris said the problem continues to
moved out before we get to the harvest
are
used
to haul grain, declinded by
'tern from the shortage of railroad said,' April hasn't 'improved the rail
season again," he said. "We need the
hopper con to aim,'the rain, which is service any to grain elevators in the. 21.000.
space in the big elevators as well as the
"Since boxcars account for the
istill backed up from hit fall's harvest. state."
home stora/e "

Johnson has a 93.55 academic average.
He has served as a representative on
the Student Council and as a cartoonist
for both the school newspaper and the
yearbook. His art work has earned him
several awards.
He has also been active in track and
football and was a co-captain of the
football team during the 1977 season.
His other activities are centered
around the Boy Scouts and the St. John
Missionary Baptist Church. An Eagle
Scout, Johnson was chosen as an Honor
Scout by the Four Rivers Council. He
was presented a plaque in 1975 for
outstanding service to his church,
which he has served as secretary of
both the usher board and the Sunday
School.

parts necessary to repair the damaged
pump were delayed because the parts
were not readily available from suppliers.
See FISH KILL, Page 10

Public Does Not
Show At Hearing
On School Tax Hike
No one from the public showed up
Monday night at a public hearing on a
proposed Calloway County Board of
Education tax hike.
Board membersheld the hearing to
public response on the proposal
that would raise the school tax from a
current six cents per $100 assessed to
tea cents beginning July 1.
Calloway County School Superintendent Jack Rose Said today that no
one from the general public attended
the session and "no questicns or
comments were raised."
The proposed rate would match state
power equalization fund formulas for
next year and would add atnut $S to the
average county tax bill, generating
over $60,000.
Under provisions of the state law, if
25 percent of the qualified voters who
voted in the last presidential election
sign a legal petition recalling the
resolution:the question will go on the
ballot.
Potential petitioners have until midMay-- to circulate the petition and
present it to the board.
Should ho one object to the tax hike it
will become effective next fall.

inside today
One Section-10 Pages
Local columnist M. C. Garrott continues with his
"Pothole of the Week" award today with assistance from
a reader. See Garrott's Galley on today's Opinion Page,
page 3.

sunny but cool
Sunny but cool today.'Hig,hs in
the low 60s. Clear and cool
tonight. Lows in the low to mid
40s. In&easing cloudiness and a
little warmer Wednesday. Highs
In the upper 60s,
•
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Let's Stay Well

Failing Vision
Needs Attention

Tadgy,May 2 ,
TheUlte Area Singles will
meet at 7:00 p.m. in the Bank
of Benton. A speaker is
planned. Future activities are
to be announced. Any
divorced, widowed or never
married person are invited to
attend this meeting.

, Tuesday, May 2
Woman's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
8:30 p.m. at Gleason Hall.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,MAY 3, 197$
Taureans, you have a
What kind of dei , will - - other
gift for leadership and,.
strong
tomorrow be? To find out-what
should you choose busltiesit as a
the stars Say, read the forecast
career, would make an exgiven for your birth Sign.
cellent executive, promoter,
salesman ,or financier. With
ARIES
your imagination and love of
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
beauty, however, you could do
risk.
Early hours rqd some
better as a writer, arttak
even
Be careful in travel, handling
musician, dramatist or literary.
equipment, managing finances.
critic. Do curb tendencies •
Better influences in the p.m.
toward jealousy and obstinacy,
favor career plans, educational
however. Birthdate of: William
interest.
Inge, playwright; Satnaptha
Egger, film star: Niccolo
TAURUS
Machiavelli, Florentine
Apr.:21 to May 21)6€1;1‘
statesman and writer.
Follow-up on a unique idea
could be highly successful -- if
you are aware that present
without
are
conditions
precedent. It will be up to you to
MAYFIELD1"ATIENT
accommodate.
Herman Boyd Jones of
Murray was dismissed April
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) US"- 16 from the Community
Bu.siness, matters should go Hospital, M_ayfield.
well but doiCt regard all a m.
decisions as final. Plans may
have to be modified somewhat
later in the day.
•
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--with their eyes, vision en- to use them for her family color of the content, such
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Must She Share
Mother's Day?

By Abigail Van Buren
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Local Southern Bell Telephone
manager Robert Carpenter is pictured
uistructin Mrs. Edwin Jennings in the
use of a telephone system recently set
up for the Murray-Calloway County _
Civil Defense Squad. Mr. Jennings is
squad chief.
Army Pvt. John C. Winter, Jr.,
Completed advanced training as a
-.combo _ engineer at - Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo.
Clayton Weeks, missionary to the
Congo, will speak tonight at the First
Christian Church.
Miss Share Bogard, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Bogard, was mapied to
Al Keys Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. L.
K. Parker on April 16,Births reported include ahoy, Russell
Howard, to Mr. and Mrs. Max Jones
Workmantn May 1 and a girl, Deborah
Ann,to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Key on April

EDITORIAL

Betty Ford's
Problem Shared
Betty Ford, America's former First Lady, could have
found a more private and
protected route to treatment. It
was courageous of her to seek
the open road to treatment for
the alcohol and medication addiction she has publicly
acknowledged.
The hope is that by doing this
she will help others. Few have forgotten her
bravery in facing radical
-surgery for breast cancer
during Gerald Ford's period in
the nation's highest political of-.
lice. As a woman automatically
in the limelight, she helped
make other women conscious of
the advances_in surgery and in
the need to break down old
mental barriers concerning
breast cancer.
Her bout stIth addictive drugs
used for arthritis relief and also
with the depressant drug
alcohol, could awaken many
women — and society as a
whole
.the •need . for
enlightend confrontation with
another widespread problem.
/t is a subject which needs
open discussion and understanding. It is one_ in which
ignorance tocioften blots outthe
possiollities for recovery.
However modern in their
thinking, women more than
men have a stubborn inhibition
about admitting to themselves
or anyone else in addiction to
alcohol. And if the addiction is
to a drug easily obtained
through
a
physician's
renewable prescription, what's
to admit? The tendency is to
blame other things, or people,
problems
for
the
that-are -drug
'
related.
One difficulty about admitting alcoholism is that the
mind focuses on such
stereotypes as the repulsive
skid row bum, funny W. C.
Fields, or the mean drunkard of
old-time melodrama. Ordinary,
workaday people don't relate
drug and alcohol dependency
with the kind of lives they lead.
But in fact tragedies happen
without regard to education,
wealth or moral conduct. The

. only way those who find themselves with an addiction
problem can begin to recover is
first to admit the problem.
Betty Ford's candor a-W-ut- •
drugs and alcohol (which is, after all, the nation's No. 1 drug
problem) may free some
women from the fear of social
stigma or the idea of weakness
of character.
That could be a blessing to
millions who have shrunk from
20 Years Ago
the step that Mrs. Ford took
Copies ofThe Ledger Se Times for din
when she . went into a.
day
were not on the microfilm portion
rehabilitation program at th
of this period of publication of the daily
Long Beach Naval Hospital in
newspaper in 1958.
California. It was helpful that
_
"Oh, well...win one, lose one!"
just then, the National Institute
30 Years Ago
on Drug Abuse reported fin- Garrott's Galley
By M.C. Garrott
dings of a new study on drug
Mildred Seymour and Charles
abuse by women.
Marlow are valedictorian and
salutatorian respectively of the senior
Without reciting all -thee,.
class of Pin-year High Scheel, acstatistics, • the thrust of the
cording to Principal Tillman D. Taylor.
study was that half of the
Reuben Hale Falwell, Jr., Th.D., and
estimated 10 million Americans
Hugh Thomas - McElriith, Master of
who are alcoholics are women.
Sacred Music, both of Murray, will
_
One part of the study showed
receive their degrees at the Southern
„
Baptist
Theological Seminary,
that. of the women addicted to
Louisville, on May 7.
some cookies or something along the aeraddish dip..You.may
1._art top your .P•thole of_The Week
alcohol; 80- per cent used-otheralready have
Hilda Jo McCamish, Gerald
line to put Otithear the coffeepot for the *---tried it--;hut-in _the-event younomination!" exclaimed George Ed
drugs just as frequently in a
hairnet- Ththawa "FairrSpann, Larue ion,
rest
of
the
folks
to
Overby,
nibble
on.
Sr.,
the
other day over the
here's Sally's receipe:
kind of cross-addiction.
Annette Butterworth, Dulcie Miller, J.
We've had oatmeal cookies, all kinds
telephone.
Two 8-ounces 'packages of cream
A study such as this goes far
D. Howard, Annie Jean Jones, Glen
"Let me tell you about the grand- of cakes, brownies, "Mississippi Mud," cheese
Rogers,
Lila Myers, Wanda Lamb, and
beyond the problem of illicit
cheese
dips, doughnuts,sweet rolls and
dadd9 of them all that I ran into. You
One small jar of horseraddish
Bettye Wilkins are members of the cast
what-have-you brought to wreck our
street drugs such as cocaine or
can call it my nomination for the next
Mayonnaise or salad dressing for
of the play, "Pigtails," presented April
diets in such a pleasant way. consistency
Pothole of The Week."
heroine or pill popping without
30
by the junior class of Lynn Grove
Sometimes
we
have
a
pretty
George
discovered his pitted can"Hot time
One jar of chipped beef or--ouse—
a doctor's prescription.
High School.'Also assisting were Doris
of it.
didate one afternoon late in March.
package
of
thin sandwich beef chopped -.Enoch, Bobby
• Most of the ,women involved
Wilson, Billy Paul
One of these was the other day when
He was out on Stadium Drive. That's
small pieces.
. .
Howard, and Billy Gene Coleman.
with drugs — the middle-aged, the street which parallels 641 North and Sally Alexander, who is Mancil Vin- into
Mix it all together and chill. The
Elected as new officers of the Alpha
middle-class — are innocently
just behind Bill and Jackie Daugherty's son's secretary in the alumni office, longer it sits and chills the better it
is.
Department of the Murray Woman's
came up with a dip that can really open And,'
Boston TEA Party place.
depending on medicines
it goes beautifully with potato
Club were Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Mrs. Ray
up your sinuses. If you like "hot' foods, chips,
"I was meeting three or four cars in a
prescribed liberally by indoritos, celery or carrots sticks.
Treon, and Mrs. Jack Kennedy.
you
ought to try this one, a horrow,"
George
said
"When
I
noticed
a
Try
it You'll like it!
ternists, general practicioners
Mrs. Charles M. Baker, Mrs. W. C.
paddle of water in my lane. It looked
and other physicians. As for like it might be a pothole-one
Elkins, Miss Oneida Ahart, and Mrs.
of those
Letter
To
The Editor
Henry Fulton are new officers of the
alcohol, their sipping may caused by the winter-and I let the first
Zeta Department of the Murray
two cars pass, thinking for a moment
begin with the cooking sherry
Woman's Club.
that I would just stop and wait for the
or afternoon highballs before
third
and
fourth
ones
to
pass
and
then
the compulsive drinking stage
around the thing.
TodayIn History
• -reached. The blame can't be ....drive
"But at the last moment, I just
Dear Editor: • influenced
him?
High
ranking
prestige
shunted off on modern -society
thought I would ease through it and not
With the Democratic primary for the
among his colleagues? We know from a
Or human weakness or doctors splash all that dirty water over the Senatorial race lastly approaching us,.I
By The Associated Press
news publication that he is quite
car,"
he
went
on. ,"I was barely felt constrained to voice my opinion
— although it might be wise to
Today
is Tuesday, May 2, the 122nd
popular and well liked in Washington.
moving, not going more than five miles concerning Sen. Walter Huddleston in
day of 1978. There are 243 days left in
tighten limits on prescription
Why? Perhaps he doesn't ruffle too
an hour when my front wheel dropped
the year.
his bid for re-election.
refills and to review cases More
many feathers.
into that hole giving both me and the
foday's highlight in history:
It is now general knowledge that Sen.
Could it be corporate lobbyists that
closely.
car a terrific jolt.
On
this date in 1945, the Soviets anHuddleston voted "yes" on the recent
influenced him? According to a report
Once there is a dependency
"Gosh, that's a deep one!' I thought Panama Canal treaties. While that in
nounced the fall of Berlin in World War
in the media Seri. Huddleston had
problem, only the person ad- as soon as I could ge my wits back itself is reason to oppose his re-election, $112,955 cash
in Ilea on January for
On this date:
dicted can take the steps about me. The car was stopped, at a it is not the purpose of this letter to his campaign.The report goes on to1 say
complet
stand-still,
so I thought I would
In
1670, the Hudson's Bay Company
debate the pros and cons of the treaties.
necessary for recovery. And
that, "much of that money came from
just back up and go around the hole, but
was chartered by England.
They were accepted and thus become
out-of-state businessmen."
that means adopting something the car
wouldn't move. The rear wheels
In 106,, Confederate_ Gen. Thomas
part of history. It is Sen. Huddleston's
By saying we are not a one-issue
of the candor. Betty Ford has just spun on the pavement.
"Stonewall" Jackson was mistaken for
"ear to the electorate" that-bothers me.
people
Sen.
Huddleston
appeals
to
our
shown. She has shared her
"I got out," George went on, "went
A:news story on April 23 aired on a
capscience and character, whereas, a Northern scout, and fatally wounded
around and took a close look at what I ' local television station quoted the
trouble, and her courage.
by his own soldiers in the Civil Wei:,
before, he ignored our appeals. In the

Here's George Ed's Nomination
For'The Pothole Of The Week'

'Ear To The Electorate'

had run into. The car's frame actually
was resting on the edge of the pothole. I
could spin the wheel with my hand. I
don't know why or what made me touch
it, but when I did, it just spun freely in
the water. It wasn't touching a thing!"
George had to call a wrecker to pull
his car out of the hole. That's how I
heard about it. He had sent our mutual
friend, Bob Billlngton, the bill for the
wrecker service.
"I'm just happy that I was barely
moving when I hit that thing!" George
said. "If I dropped off in it at a normal
rate of speed it could have flipped me
over. Too, I've wished several times
that I had waited for that third and
fourth car to pass and driven around
the thing instead of trying to go through
it."
+++
Mayor Melvin Henley, the Council
and the folks in the street department
have my sympathy in trying to repair
the streets after the past, severe
winter.
So many of our streets are in such
terrible condition it's trying to
everyone's patience waiting for them to
be repaired. We all think our particular
potholes are the worse and should be •
repaired first. ,
We do know that the city people are
moving as fast as they can on this, and
I'm amazed at the number of places •
which already lovebeen repaired. It's
almost safe, how to get your front
wheels realigned.
No offense is intended, Mr. Mayor,
with our little "Pothole of The Week"
nominations. We're just trying to inject
a lfttle humor into a rather sensitive ;
area. We know you and your people are
filling 'em up just as fast at you can get
to thein, and we hope we've been of
some help by pinpointingesome of the
worse ones.

senator as saying,"I do not believe the
out-set we were all well enought invoters of Kentucky are a one-issue
formed, but now we are too smart Co
FROM Ti-iE
ow Down
people." This, of course, has reference
vote against him because of his stand
to his vote on the Canal treaties.
on the`Canal.
Neither doj, Neither do I believe that
Yes,I was opposed to the treaties and
the voters of Kentucky are not well
still feel that I will live to see the day
enough informed on the issue as Sen.
that the "giveway" will threaten our
Huddleston evidently feels we are.
Well-being, but I said before, that isn't
Prior to the treaties' ratification the
the real purpose of this letter. Whether
people of Kentucky wrote him and he
be the Panama Canal or a Matter
said that his mail was about 100 to 1 in
concerning budget authorization and
opposition to the treaties. That's right,
appropriations. Whether it be gun
SEANTOR HARRY F. BYRD, JR. permit these departments of Govern100 to 1! Is there any doubt how
control legislation or the tax cut.
particularly
Washington,
ment
the
in
tire.)
. President Carter spoke
people felt about the Panama Canal?
Whatever may be the issue, when the
yesterday in regard to inflation, and I Department of HEW, to misspend
Did not Sen. Wendell Ford's mail come
people of Kentucky raise their voice in
applaud the President for emphasizing through waste, mismanagement, and
to the same conclusion? The only difsuch tremendous opposition (or in
the inflation which thiticountry is now fraud, the money coming out of the
ference was that Sen. Ford heeded and
favor), the fact is that Sen. Hudpockets of the hard-working wage
experiencing. .
listened to the voices of a concerned
dleston's "ear" has gone deaf. If the
"When on analyzes the President's earners of our Nation?. .
people.
recent
barrage of letters can't tell him
candidate,
"Jimmy
Carter,
the
program, however,one cannot look at it
Not only did Sen. Huddleston
anything, can any amount of comat least, the properly in speech after speech emwith mach enthusiasm
disregard public opinion, but by so
munication convince him that we want
phasized the need to balsam.. the
Senator from Virginia cannot. . .
doing leaves me feeling very belittled
to be heard, not just seen.
"The President said that the Federal Federal budget.
with respect toMy intelligence and my
I want a Senator who will listen to
President,
Jimmy
Carter
the
is
"But
Government can do very little about
being informed properly on the issue. what we have to say and act on what we
inflation. Yet, in my judgement the No. going in the opposite direction. The
He keeps saying that he voted in what say I when the positions of the people is
combined Federal defkit for thls year
I cause of inflation is what is happening
he believed "to be the best interest of overwhelming). We do not need any
and next will be greater than was the
in Washington, D. C. .
the United States." He further states, official who thinks we don't know what
"President Carter's, new budget, entire cost of the Government in 1965"
"I believe to do otherwise would be we want or what is best for us.
which he submitted only 2 months ago,
inconsistent with
my responSenator, can you hear us now?
CRUMP'S
GRASS
rails for an increak of 10 percent in the
sibilities."What are his responYours for a greater Republic,
ROOTS COMMENT
cost of government.
sibilities? To be sole arbitrator for the Harold Hutson
.
Waste
equal to all the income tax paid
"He wants an additional bailout of
people of Kentucky?
by Virginians is hard to take.
New York City; the Carter adWhat about those "best interests" Phone 753-7839
Americans are still waiting for the hard
ministration has advocated a new $2.4
previously mentioned? He tends to Murray, Kentucky 42071
decisions needed to stop the flood of
billion urban aid program; the adagree that Gen. Torrijos is unwasted tax dollars colleeted by the
ministration wants a major increase in
trustworthy, but acceptance or
Murray Ledger & Times
Federal Government.
foreign' aid, all to come out of deficit
rejection of the treaties will not change
spending.
that. Secondly, treaties are made
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
"The Carter adminsitration has
Editor
Fl iIene McCutcheon
between nations and not leaders, so by
The
ledger
Murray
&
Tunes
is published
advocated a new welfare program
the year: 2000 Torrifos, Carter,
'very afternoon except Survilays, July 4, Chrtst
which would increase the number of
ma, s, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Linowitz, Bunker and many others will
"And Nathan said to the king. Co,
Murrali Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St
people on the welfare rolls - thus do all that is in thine
not even be around. Concerning the
'Hurray. Ky 12071 Second(last Postage Paid at
heart: for the
adding evetunore to a runaway deficit.
Murray.Ky.
42071
division over the treaties, he names
Lord is with thee." II Samuel 7:3
SUBSCRIPTION !IAA'S In areas served by
When God is•present in. the life and
divisions between such notable pervarners. 83 50 per month, payaBle in advance
"I art greatly disappointed that
By mail in Calloway County.and to Benton. Ham
when His will is being done, there is
sonages as Gerald Ford and Ronald
ilin. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, KY and
President Castar has made no mention
no such thing as an impossible task!'
Reagan, William Buckley and Patrick
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear, Tri , 819.50 per
year BiT mail to other destination!, 835 00 per
of an official report timed by the
Buchanan, Gen. Maxwell Taylor and
year
Inspector General ofthe-fiepariininTOT
.Adm. Zumwalt. These are indeed
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Astooation and Soi,dherri Newspaper Publethers
--Health. Eidecatien, • and, Welitace
eu jak would tag 'WO' have a
reasonable men,but what have they got
asscietaoan
,
11.ia,s144e4iii-ocpectetatrii4batleaf 0.9bservarth401.0ri
to-do with wit those_ letters fr42111—
tjijthi
nt.$7
A study of birth records InThilttvauxee • the 4th Floor of Sparks Hifi ftbe--q"‘ Tteritlictlens r5-the senator.,--fierr. --.., E,eg
-4111
"
one Department In 1977 mi
4=
"6144
ars&
"
"
""""litirelO.h
uotgaiat„b)
Murral
,
letter
-limas
&ft
well
as
AP14,01
alt
o
er
°
billion. . . The sum of $7 blflion is shows that more babies are born there
Administration huilding) at Murray
Huddleston is listening to everone
NI'MBFILS
Federal
Income nine months after storms or unusual
FluNinev,(Wf c
greater than all the
7S1-191
State._
except those who put him in office.
(111s4ified Atrertiing
:53 Irils
taxes paid by all the people of Virginia cold'keep the inhabitants comfortable (- Whenever anyone who works on the
lithe mail was even 60 to 40, I could
Retail I h splay
'sing
751191'1
Cui tylation •
and preoccupied at home and out of the- -that floor has a birthday, It is expected
during the past year. ..
;5,1-191h
have understood him voting
Newsand
Sparta
1
arpt
. 753-1918
"How long are we going to continue to elements for days - and nights, too.
of him or her to bring a cake, a pie ,
'Ominous way. But 100 to If What

L

Congressional
Record

Says Carter Guilty
OfAboutFace

Bible Thought.

Isn't It The Truth
Imm-wow
•

•

ore
Away

I

1

Battle of Chancellorsville, Va.
In 1890, the Oklahoma Territory was::
organized.
In 1933, Adolf Hitler abolished labor
unions in Germany.
In 1960, Caryl Chessman was
executed in San Quentin Prison in
California after eight stays of
execution.
In 1966, there was rioting in Israel
during a visit by former West German.
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.
Ten years ago: A nationwide'
telephone strike ended in the United
States with the signing of a three-year
labor contract that would increase
workers' pay nearly 20 percent.
Five years ago: John Connally,
former Texas governor and U.S.
treasury secretary, announced his
switch from the Democratic to the
Republican Party.
One year ago: Militant Protestants in
Northern Ireland called a general'
strike, and additional British troops.
were flown in.
Today's birthday: King Hussein Of"
Jordan is 43 years old.
Thought for today: It is as easy for
the strong man to be strong as if is for.
the weak to be weak - Ralph Waldo"
Emerson, American writer, 1803-1882.,
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Pairings Announced For
District Baseball-Play
The Fourth District Baseball Tournament pairings are set.
This year, the tourney will use the same format as does the
basketball tournament where the first game loser drops into
the lower bracket to play the team with the bye, the loser
being eliminated.
The t‘swy will begin on Wednesday, May 10,when
Murray High meets Marshall County at 4 p. m. at Fteagan
Field, the site of this year's tourney.
Calloway County drew the bye and will play the first same
. If
loser on Thursday, May 11 . The loser is out of the t
the loser of the first game should defeat Calloway County,
then the tourney is automatically over and the first game
winner is the champion.
But if Calloway Counts defeats the first game loser, then
the fakers and the first game winner would play for the title
Friday, Ma'12.
.
The first and second-place teanas will move on to Second
7
Week
Region Tournament play the following

Even Sentiment Can't
Put Shadow On Alydar

Rp ose, Wasiak Nearing
Great Accomplishments

-

•••

LEADING SCORER — Huang Dinh (right) of the Flames scored all three of her team's goals this
the ball is Laura "
weekend in Murray Soccer Association ploy. She's a fourth grader. Chasing after
Cede(13).
(Pat. by Tom Grey)

SWIEWRiligirti
LQUISVILLLILY.LiAn Adam he's been riding for 100
fLaz Barrera, • trainer of •yeaes."" Affirmed, says -'his colt not ..Cauthen of Walton, Ky., who
only faces a Cough rival in turned 18 Monday,- was the
Alydar for Saturday's, 104th nation's leading rider in
Kentucky Derby, but he's victories 1487) and purse
.bucking sentiment for the earnings with More than 86
nation last year. He has been
..Calumet Farm colt. _
.
Not even the presence of Affirmed's regular jockes
:Kentucky -born-and -bred except for the Santa Anita
aboard Derby when' he wass under
Cauthen
:Steve
.
- Affirmed is eipected to away suspension.
,the favoriteS: role from
Aiydar, winner of the
Flamingo, Florida Derby and
. - Blue Grass Stakes.
_
"Logic says we should be
the favorite." said Barrera on
.a chlly Monday morning at
The__ Flames_ and _ Chiefs.
-T- Tkiwns. ''We Taea
picked up wins in weekend
:him four of six races. If this games played in the Murray
-race was in California, Soccer Association.
Affirmed would be the
The Flames, getting three
• favorite, but it's Kentucky, so goals from Huong Dinh,took a
Alydar will be favored.3-1 Win over the Flyers. Kim
probable Twigg *Cared the goal for the
---4Sivaritisminll*built-a great Flyers Forthe Flames,
deal on the fact that Calumet Melissa Gray, Leslie Adams
:Farm, winner of a record and goalie Beth Brockhoff all
;':'eight derbies, is a legend were mentioned for their.good
r.„ among racing fans. especially
play, while Cindy Spann,
Kentuacy.
Nanette Wynn and goalie
• • Adding to thesentiment: the Denise Randolph were cited
;owners, Admiral and Mrs. for the Flyers.
▪ Gene Markey, are in their
In the second game, the
and.Calumet hasn't had a Chiefs won a 4-2 game over the
:.Derby winner since Forward Red Wings
• Pass won it in 1968 When - Kelly Jo Cathey and Leslie
Image, was Foster each scored two goals
:Dancer's
-• • disqualified.
for the Chiefs while both Red

Two Soccer
Games Played
Over Weekend

1

VW.

Murray Hi▪gh
• Golfers Lose
To Tilghman

Murray
Chiropracti
Center
903 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9909

/

Dr. Bryan I. Mocker
Can Chiropractic Help Me?
This question is probably one of the most frequently
asked- by people who. haven't yet tried chiropractic,
and it is one which can only be answered by a
Chiropractic physician following a thorough
examination to determine the exact nature of the
problem and the extent of neuro-musculoakeletal involvement in its casue.
It is this relationship between the nerves and joints
and their dysfunction that a Chiropractor deals with.
When he find such a problem he tries to do more than
just relieve the sym • •rns. He tries to rehabilitate and
stabilize the entire •• iy through the judicious use of
therapy, diet and nutritional advice and exercise
programs so the problem doesn't come back again.
iiiiropractic has helped many different types of
problems, some of which are listed below, but the only
racway to know if it CAN help you is to see your
tor and get a complete Chiropractic examina*P
Arthritis'
Asthma
Sciatica
Whiplash
,
_ - ....._.,
..
,
•
Duran; the monlof May in. recognition of National
Posture Month, w will be giving courtesy postural
examinations and valuations to all school children
when requested by their parents Please call for appointment and specify this examination.
Headaches
Herr111/114114:

little milestone in baseball's
bushes — • the Class A
California State League.
Wasiak manages the Los
Angeles Dodger farm club at
Lodi, Calif., and this week he's
shooting for his 2,000th career
victory, an achievement just
as significant as Rose's 3,000th
hit. He was two short of his
target going into Lodi's game
Monday night at Visalia.
Rose has played for 16 years
to get his 3,000 hits. Wasiak
has managed for 29 years to
get his 2,000 wins.
It was 1940, the Year before
Pete Rose was born, that Stan
Wasiak began his professional
'baseball career in Americus,
Ga., just up the road from a
tovni called Plains. It was thebeginning of a lifetime in
baseball's backwoods.
After an interruption for
military service during World
War II, Wasiak returned totbe
Dodger organization. In 1950,
Branch Rickey called him in
for a conference.
"Mr. Rickey asked me if I'd
like to manage," Wasiak said.
"I was a 30-year-old second
baseman and the Dodgers had
a guy named Jackie Robinson
then. There was no way I
could get to the majors with
him there. So I decided to
accept his offer."_

The Paducah Tilghman golf
team handed host Murray
a ,15165 defeat in a dual
match played Monday at the
Murray Country Club.
Three Tilghman golfers,
_
Buddy Bryant, Greg . Over,
street and Tim Jones, sheit 39's
to share medalist honors. Phil
__Jaws
Renaud rounded out the
--scoring
For Murray High, Howard
Boone, Greg Cohoon and Lynn
tere`
. •1•10 .
Sullivan all shot 41's while
Trent Jones had a 42. Also
GETTING HER KICKS — Leslie Foster got in her shore of kicks in the last -Murray Soccer
playiiqwere Mark Erwin and:.
the
Wings.
over
Red
win
4-2
the
in
Chiefs'
goals
two
scored
She
game.
Association
Nick Hibbard. They had
White by Tea egret _
_
aeons-al 43 and-At
tively.
Murray High falls to 5-4 and
will play Marshall County and
Fulton City in a triangular
today at Fulton.

Seaver Shelled Again,
Giants Edge Cards 2-1

He answered the only way
By FRANK BROWISI
could: "I wish I knew what
he
AP Sports Writer
If! did,I wouldn't be in
was.
it
What did they say in 1908,
situatiOn."
this
games
13
won
when Cy Young
Wing goals were seared by
In the other National
and lost 21? Was there no hope
Affirmed, owned by Harbor
Michelle Garland. Lori Miller,
games, the San
_League_
tiefinishedwhen.
153
in
-these--atall
Farm,--scored
itanki-and nalifOrtiiii
keiiY
Giants tiirrurTed the
Francisco
victories ovir Alydar last year were cited for having good.
St. Louis Cardinals 2-1, the
ask,
then
Did
everyone
•
Eclipse
and emerged as the
games for the . Chiefs while
Pittsburgh Pirates bested the
.7, Award winner' as the top 2- Vandana Dhall, Komal Dhall "What's wrong with Cy
Diego Padres 7-4 and the
San
.
everyone
way
the
Young?"
faced
haven't
year-old. They
and Christi West. were menBraves edged the New
Atlanta
now is asking, "What's wrong
each other this year and both tioned from the Red Wings.
6-5.
Mets
-York
with Tom Seaver"
are unbeaten as 3-year-olds. • Soccer will continue for the
only American
the
In
Six starts into the 1978
Affirmed's big wins-this year next three weekends.
League games, the Boston
is
season,
Seaver
and
baseball
Anita
Santa
•;came in the
for a 9-6
,
Winless. His earned run Red Sox held on
e!..Mollywood Derbies.
Baltimore
average is 6.52. He is, in-his triumph over the
New York
. "I kricriv one thing," said
own words, "embarrassed Orioles and the
Yankees topped the Kansa'Barrera. "My colt is very
and extremely frustrated.
City Royals 8-4.
sound and in helluva good
Giants 2, Cardinals 1
Cincinnati Manager Sparky
shape. Ali we need now is luck
Terry Whitfield doubled and
• Anderson yanked Seaver in
in the race. Knock on-wood."
front of a national television scored from second base on
There are ope
s for
The Cuhan-born trainer, who
audience Monday night after Mark Littell's wild pitch in the
saddled 1976 Derby winner concerned individuals ho are
the right-hander, a three-time eighth inning for the winning
Bold Forbes, rapped. his interested in helping in the TYoung Award winner, gave up run in San Francisco's-victors
knuckles on the wood at the Ball League.
seven hits and seven runs — over St. Louis.
- tack room entrance.
The league, for five and sixThe game was spiced by a
in. less
six of them earned
Asked if he was ap- year-olds. has openings for
than three innings against the ninth-inning argument betprehensive about having coaches, board of directors
ween the Giants' Bill Madlock
Philadelphia Phillies.
young Cauthen, appearing in and also the presidency.
and
rookie. -umpire Charlie
six
the
was
almost,
Worse,
his first Derby, as Affirmed's
Anyone interested in trying
Williams, who was behind the
walks he handed out.
nder, Barrera said, "Cauthen to organize the league should
After eating Seaver alive in plate for the first time in a
learned how to be a jockey on contact Ron McAlister at 753•
'three innings, the Phillies major'vague game. .
this track He's cool. He rides 9655.
Madlock, who had struck
picked their teeth the rest of
Ilememmannw
the way. They finished with a out twice, stepped out of the
12-1 victory, leaving Cin- batter's box after the count
cinnati with the _scraps and went to two strikes against
leaving everyone asking Tom Cardinals reliever Pete
Vukovich. Williams ordered
Seaver what's wrong.

Help Needed
To Organize
1-Ball Pla

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The eyes and ears of the
baseball world have zeroed in
an Cincinnati's Pete Rose as
• approached his 3,000th
career hit.
That is certainly understandable 'because 3,000
hits -is, after all, no small
Consider
accomplishment.
that only a dozen other players
in the history of the game have
achieved that total.
excitement
the
So
surrounding Rose, who needs
four hits and didn't get them in
Monday night's 12-1 loss to
Philadelphia, is entirely
appropriate. But while
everybody concentrates on the
Reds' hustling ttiird base-man,
minor league Manager Stan
Wasiak is reaching for his own

Madlock back into the box,
then signalled for Vuckovich
to throw when his directive
was ignored.
Madlock, who had his back
to the plate when the pitch was
Mr- wn, had to he restrained
from going after Williams
when the umpire cried,
.1Strike Three."
Somewhere in the hubub
was an eight-inning, six-hit
performance by San Francisco's Vida Blue.
Pirates 7,Padres 4 Singles by Phil Garner and
relief pitcher Jim Bibby keyed
the -three-run eighth-inning
rally that sent Pittsburgh past
San Diego.
Braves 8, Mets 5
Biff Pocoroba and Jeff
Burroughs had run-scoring
hits in the eighth inning to help
Atlanta beat New York in a
game marked by four balks — three by Braves pitchers.
Red Sox 9, Orioles 6
Jim Rice slugged a pair of
two-run homers and Boston
survived Baltimore's ninthinning rally to snap a fourgame losing streak.
Yankees 8.Royals 4
Lou Piniella scored Thurman Munson with the first of
four seventh-inning runs to
help the Yankees beat Kansas
City
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The Uilique
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Back Support
Quaky'
System promises
no morning backache
'Apo4
1
from sleeping on a too
soft mattress Designed in
•
cooperation with leading orthcr--pedic surgeons for firm support with.
out sacrificing comfort. And this firmness
is built in to stay in. But make sure ... if it
doesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepedi(.' 139Ea.uPc.

Cliff Hagan, Late Joe Fulks
Among.Hall Offrame Inductees
neapolis Laker great Jim
SPRINGFIELD, Mass who starred with the St. Lout, Pollard and the late Joe Fulks,
(AP) — Former Philadelphia Hawks, said he finds mud another Philadelphia Warrior
Warrior star Paul Arizin more movement and mobili
standout.
thinks a great issue is settled in the game today, both on thi
A crowd of some 400 jamby the fact that he and the courtand off it.
med the Hall of Fame's main
other three playe9. inducted
"The game is faster now hall dp_theSpringfield College
thin year into the national Themes more movement. Tte campus, where kasketball
Basketball [tall of Fame all players are much mon was invented by James
viere forwards
mobile," said the 6-foot.4 Naismith as a way to keep his
"After all the debate, who Hagan,'47, kformer St. toult students physically fit in the
can doubt that it's the for- Hawk now director of attilics winter.
wards who make the game of at the basketball-crazed - --One by one, five stained
basketball," Arizin joked University of Kentucky, hi glass panels bearing each
during formal ceremonies alma mater.
man's face were unveiled,
marking the enshrinement of
"Geography has been the with sportscaster Curt Gowdy
the four National'Basketball biggest change, really. Tht the host.
Association greats and a long- travel is the big thing now
Representing Joe Fulks'
time NBA referee.
There were only eight teams family was his son, Joe Fulks
Arizin was a _.V..illanova All-‘
then, all in ihe east." Hagan.
Jr. The 6-foot-5 Warrior great,
American and an originator of known for his hook shot, known as Jumpin' Joe, died
the jump shot who scored dropped in 14,908 points for St.
two years ago at age 54 after a
18,266 points and came dovio Louts from '1956-66 after twit'. allosting incident in Kentucky..
with 8,500 rehosnds during his
411-American at
ulks joined the Warriors in
decade with the -Warriors An Kentucky;
•
•
11
...aftlr
•
,11 - ths1950s: !
-11PtlePd military
'
service had taken
-.Another of those ikired supervisor ef officials for the hin sway from Kentucky's
lonvards took a moment to NBA and a career college Mui y State College: He set a
reflect Monday on changes in basketball official, became single game scoring tecord of
professional basketball since the first- referee electelt to the 63 points in 1949 that stood for
-he and the -other inductees hall since Dave Tobey
10 years and has only been.
played in the '50s. Cliff Hagan, AiSO inducted were Min- topped twice in the NBA.

See

His first managing job was
with Valdosta of the GeorgiaFlorida Leirfue and it was the
start of a tour through minor
league America. He-has been
-all over the baseball map in a
variety of small towns at a
variety of levels from the
rookie leagues like the
California State circuit where
he works now to the Triple A
level that is the last stepping
stone before the majors.
Wasiak is in his second year
at Lodi and finds working with
the youngsters, most of whom
have just signed their first
professional contracts, particularky rewarding.
Right.now, the 2,000-victory
mark has Wasiak aglow. Only
six major league manag
Walt Alston, John McGraw,
Joe McCarthy, Connie Mack
Bucky Harris and Leo
Durocher ever won that many.
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Mellow-Sounding All To Meet
Spinks In Televised Rematch

•

NEW

YORK

Muhammad

Ali,

in

CAP) perhaps

I,as

Vegas, 'hat

arrested

twice

won't each- me-nft--tear+
next time you'll see a better

been

in

his

better than anyone else,.can
Understand the prdblems of

hometown of St. Louis since he

Ali,

became champion.

Spinks."

d it was the

his

ough minor

Spinks.

He was stripped of his title
by the World Boxing Council
for not fighting Ken Norton

is believed to have paid about

ng job was

se Georgia-

le-has been

ill

map in a

towns at a

recent conqueror, teon

-Being world heavyweight

from

the

reporters

like

the

around

rcuit where

conference

he Triple A

nounce

ist stepping

rematch

ijors.

iecond year

'orking with

ist of whom
their first

racts,

par-

g.

that

him

of

gathered

before a news
Monday

to

aglow. Only
managers,

that

the All-lpinks
would be televised

and

Leo

that many._

of
who

he

record,
has

his
Mitt

been

15-round split decision Feb. 15 struggling with Top Rank Inc.,
and Leon's attorney, Judge Ed

them
times

The first arrest

Gregg

was for

Evans,

a

6-2,190-

Vashan High School, St. Louis,

THE INCREDIBLE HULK --This is how Vernon Broadnax looks

has signed a football national

in his wrestling uniform and needless to say, not many op-

was

for

possession of cocaine

marijuana.

letter-of-intent
State

Bell <rsays

with

from

Murray

University,-

assistant

High-- boys' Papers have not yet been
tennis team picked up its first served on the latest charges,
. victory of the season Monday and that Spinks, who lives in
Murray

end

coach

MSU

Tommie

Liggins has announced.
Evans was named to the AllLouis team, is

a

high

with a 6-3 win at Marshall

Detroit, will get a Michigan

St.

County.

driver's license today.

hurdler on his high school's
track

"He's got to realize .he's

team,

has

and

ponents dierish the idea of going on the mats with him. Broad-

would likely play a lot for

won 8-5 over Tony Furnum.
-... .iff.....the. &owes, sfnoek- Ali

ir proud,"

said- "Yea_ got

expect

with

Pony

-ny The Assactated-Prest
NATIONAL LEAGUE

Philadelphia 12,Cincinnati 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco(Montefusco 1-

0-1),(n)

Players are asked to bring
along, proper equipment.
All

youngsters eligible

to

New York (Swan 1-1) at At-

play in the league are urged to lanta (Ruthven 1-3),(n)
attend the Saturday tryout.
Only games scheduled

'

Wednesday's Games

LONG JOHN SILVER'S

Los Angeles at Chicago
Houston at Montreal,(n)
San Diego at Pittsburgh,(n)

Wednesday SHRIMP SALE

1.0

New York at Atlanta, I n1
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,

In)
San Francisco at St. Louis,
(n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L-

13

5

Bost

12

9

.572

2
/
1
2

NY

11

9

.550

3

9

11

.450

8
8

11
12

Detr

Milw

••Clev
Bait
Toro '

95

Pct. GB

W

8

13

5-Y/ record.
For Portland, a city that
- went bananas Wet its Brazers
last year as the club fashioned
upset after upset en route to
the NBA title, injuries - and
the Sonics-finally took their

16

5

.762

KC

14

6

.700

1I

Cal

14

7

.667

2

MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP

Tex

9

10

474

6

Chi

6

12

• 333

Minn

8

16

.333

9/
1
2

at a mighty small price.

Seat

8

18

.308

10%

•

• 9 Golden Fried Shrimp
• Fabutous Fryes
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppies

8/
1
2

-This is one of-the greatest-

Gold Team Roster
P05.

NT. WT.

Quit," said Portland
. Coach
—
Jack Ramsay.

HOMETOWN

cuss

A streak in the final three
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5-8
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Louisville, Ky. the MSU track team, placed
5-11
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Reidlancl, Ky. 50th out of a field of 2,112
5-10
OG Fr
Paducah,Ky.
5-10
OG . So
Glasgow,Ky. runners who started the race.
OG So
Ronkonkona,N. Y.
8-1 2.10
Crawley, a native of Ripley,OT Jr
Radcliff Ky.6-2 240
OT
Jr
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Tn., recorded a time of
6-2 1115
DT So
Ed
DT go
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L'rttil"t
-44/3126-1 IS
Also running - was MSU
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e
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a
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middle distance
who
WR Jr
Louisville, Ky.
5-11 170
TE So
Paha. rij. runner for the Lady Racer
6-2 170
Rochester, Ill. track team.
DE Jr
6,2 208
264th
placed
McConnell

11 George Randolph
12 Ricky Ray
17 Rich Klein •
is Rank Lagorce
. 19 Bruce Austin
22 George Thrnley
24 Sonny Burnett
31 Tyrus Brown
32 Mike McConnell
34 Randy Jones
35 Jamie Gripshover
36 ftevin Douglas
-37 Mike Doerge
311 Carl Minor
39 Steve Wilson
40 Jim Miniefield
41 Tim Tyler
44 Rick Hoop
46 Tommy Rola
30 Marty Davis
52 Donnie Winchester
Mike Smith
33
•
54 Bill Rice
57 Tim Sexton
60 Rock Harned
61 Arthur Hughes
68 Alexl-lunt
72 Don Simmons
74 Jerry Braaten
75 Ricky Rickey
_/6 . Bill.fa ullmer
77 Tim Adams
78 Norman Fell
79 Eddie Galrem
80 Randy Orr
81 Randy Shelton
82 Aaron Goad
34 Greg King
89 Rich Aide
90 Rick Lanapher

5-8
8-0
8-1

WB
QB
QB
PtX
WB
TB
WR

167
186
180
184
185
181
163
195
195
200
178
170
175
180
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180
181
180
165
205
215
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175
191
X15
195

SU Athletes
Place Hi In
FAini-Marathon

Blue Team Roster Ni.

NT.

None

6-1
5-11
5-8
5-11
5-10
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-2
5-11
5-11
6-3
6-1
5-11
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-1
6-6
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-3
6-2
6-2
6,1
6-1
6-3
6-3

11 Roger Rushing
17 Keith Swearingen
19 Robbie Dunn
20 Billy Lewis
21 Doug Shelton
n LirAsey Hudspeth
23 Zech Isaacs
26 Danny Let Johnson
27 Jeff Braaten
29 Austin Perim
30 Steve Davis
33 Wes Furgerson
37 Tony Franklin
40 Roy Hackle>
42 Roy Beckley
43 Bud Foster
51 Steve Maxwell
52 David Reagan
64 Dan Hutchison
66 Mitch Nelson
68 Reggie Pope
71 Jeff Gardner
---73 Dennis Waddell
75 CecilWolberton
70 ChogitMarquess
75 sirs Martin

190
180
193
175
170
130
180
193
187
180
190
195
192
185
185
190
215
210
213
205
225
230
251
237
245
230
219
219
218
221
228
223

Sr.
So
Jr
So
Jr
So
So
So
Sr
Sr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Sr
So
So
Jr
Sr
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So
Sr
Jr
Sr
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DT Sr
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TE So
TE Sr
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LB Sr
LB So
DE Sr
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DB
WB
TB
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FR
WR
WR
DB
SE
FB
DB
DB
DB
LB
DE
OG
OG
OT
DT
OT

Morganheld,Ky.
New Albany,Ind.
Anchorage, Ky.
liopkinsvffle,Ky
Murray,Ky
Murray, Ky.
Las Cruces, N. M.
East Prairie, Mo
Radcliff. K),
Lucadale, Miss
Newbern, Tn.
Murrpy,Ky.
Princeton, Ky
Louisville, Ky
Barberton, Oh.
Nakomis,RI.
Chicago, tll.
Dresden, Tn.
Chicago, Ill.
Rockford.
Windsor, Conn.
Evansville. Ind.
Gasden, Al.
Memphis, Ten.
Nakomis, RI.
Owensboro,Ky.
Indianapolis, Ind.
CoVington, Tn.
Plantation, Fla.
Chicago, RI.
Beaver Darn,Ky.
Corbin,Ky.

And ofcourse, Roy Stewart. alongwieh-hissoni-Chad,
will be coaching the two teams and getting assistance

2-Orat

New York iHunter 0-3),(n)
Chicago /Wood 1-3') at Milwaukee (Sorensen 2-1),(n)
Oakland (Keough 1-0),In)
1)etroit (Morris 0-0) at California (Brett I-1),(n)
Cleveland

(Waits 1-1)
Seattle (Pole 2-3), In)

Admission for high school students and adults will be

will

be

.

It should be an evening of fun and excitement and
everyone, regardless of whether they are football en-

Detroit at California, fn)
(n)
--Cleveland at Seattle,-

thusiasts or not,Is

YOU
Insurme
SI.vf S

urgidio attend the game.

e

-

obligation Call us

entering

Friday.
For teams Wanting Icientifthe

league

desiring

or

more

for

persons

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5312

information,

contact Richard Gee at 7535800.

A typographical error in the Tappan
Co.advertisement in the Salute To Industry Section April 29 could have
created a false impression with our
readers. The ad said that the company's employers civic fund and th
company will distribute $15,000 to
various charities and organizations
this year. The ad should have reii
employees civic fund.

Leland King &
David King

the game and after the contest,

performing during the game.

.

they look as it they ve been
pritttedTeitr yourself, no

Refreshments Will Be Served

"

•

a dance will be held. Also the'MSU Pen band
Toronto at Oakland, n)

711 South 12th Street

Free tickets have been passed out in the city and
- county schools to all youngsters grades one through

SautturafililtaScZtagLiambaad.will

Chicago at Milwaukee,'(n)

Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copter are
somethmg else they le_
ñeh,blati.Sots:Ism-completely filled Some say

Wednesday May 3
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

••

Cars."

perform at
'
halftime of

SEAFOOD*SHOPPES

the
until

HOUSE
-OPEN
901 Sycamore

and she'll be passing out rings and other gifts.

teetainment

-`71ritlaalia 110
'

close

the Women's Softball League_

•

Minnesota at Roston,(n)

stayed

Deadline For
Softball To
-- Be Friday

Besides the game, which shotild feature plenty of exyiting and fast-paced football, there will be other ea-,

Texas at Baltimore,(q)

injuries,

One of Mutrays newest businesses and fast growing
insurance agencies is hosting a joint open house to
show off our new location.
• Come by and enjoy our hospitality ind refreshments meet us and our new staff and visit our new
headquarters

The gala event is scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m but
youngsters will want to get to the stadium a bit sooner.
Burger Queen's Queenie Bee will be at the main gate

0.50 at the gate..

Only gamesscheduled
Wednesday's Games

Blazers

of

Regional

from honorary staffs.

eigfit.
at

because

Neal

Lloyd

key *reserve

KING
1INTEGON
INSURANCE
David R.King,CLU
SERVICE,INC.
General Agent

Also, Burger Chef will be giving away "Racer speed

Toronto (Underwood 0-2) at

°fey good all day on Wednesday - While Supply Lasts

regulars

•

Football And Fun To Be
Blue-Gold Game Feature
Gold Game in Roy Stewart Stadium.

Kansas City (Guma

_ Playing _ without

ANNOUNCING!
INTEGON REGIONAL
OFFICE AND
KING INSURANCE
SERVICE INC,

Oomatelva

Cies

WT.

Boston 9, Baltimore 6

at Boston (Ripley 0-1),(n)

basketball."

women's division.

Only games scheduled
Baltimore ft). Martinez 24)

intensity. 'They played super

overall and was second in the

Spring practice at Murray State University will
come to an end Thursday night with the annual Blue-

Tuesday's' Games'

At last—
copies with a
difference
you-can see

with

is approaching.
group of individuals I've ever'The last day to enter is
been around. They've never

New York 8, Kansas City 4

Monday's Games

when

playing

The deadline for

toll in the end.

WEST

Full
Ea. Pc.

are,

Pacific Division cellar with a

M Wilaltabbins
5
111 OEM Thomas
93 Bill Shannon
.421
5/
1
2
84 Bobby Craig
.400
5
le Mike Basiak
.381 -444-- WI-Jeff Parks

Oakl

started

League playoff game against
the New York Islanders.

momentum.

offensive tackle.

Moe Teem-Coach Roy Stewart

San Diego ( Owchinko 1-2) at
Pittsburgh ( Candelaria 1-3),,(n)

that's

their

pair of Dennis Johnson free

Los Angeles (John 4-0) at

scheduled for 9 a.m.

got

throws and baskets by Wally.

Chicago(R.Reuschel 13-2)
Houston . (Richll" 1-2): at
Montreal(Twitrhell 1-1 or Dues

Blazers. "But

paced the

30 with the team mired in the

1) at St Louis (B.Forsch 3-2 )

tryout will be held Saturday.
The tryout, rain or shine, is

Johnny--Davis,

points

as Seattle's head coach Nov.

NOM

San Francisco 2, St. Louis 1

League

we

than a week after being cut

Bill Walton and Bob Gross and

-"It looks like we're in the
If

23

whose

playoffs. This past season, he was an All-Western Ohio League

110829Tsem tad& Chad Sleet*?

EAST
----two, Overbey -and Paul Austin SPinka la Mal
013,
000 an- . _
won 6-1 over Toney-Staniey. hour.
• .611 Phll
11
7
"And the policeman says,
But at three, Harrell-Edwards
.579
-1
/
2
II
--8
Mont
'You know who I am. I'm
lost 3-6 to Furnum.Lee.
:550
Chi
"
The last two doubles mat- officer Jones.IA'S go.
.526
11
/
2
10
9.
Pitt
Later, during, the news
ches weren't played in pro sets
/
1
2
.435 - 3
13
NY . 10
because of the lateness of the conference, All told Spinks: SLou
3/
1
2
.429
9
12
"You know,: you're doing
hour.
WEST
The Tiger boys and girls are something real smart 'cause I LA
7
13
at. Union City Wednesday. The wasn't recognized as. cham- Cinc
.591
1_
9
13
girls, who have tried several pion until I beat (Sonny) SFran
.524
2
/
1
2
10
11
times to open their season, Liston twice ... all through Hous
4
.455
10
12
will finally get in their first history, the Challenger has SDieg
6
.350
7
13
match as they play at Mar- had to beat the champion Atla
.333 7
14 .
twice
before
he
was
shall County today.
Monday's Games
recognized. But next time you
pfussfurghTzSanDiego.4
Atlanta, New York 5

final

Denver-Milwaukee series.

-

te

even," said

midway in the final period.

his

making $300a month, and

The

the

been

over his right eye by a hockey

But six straight points on a

action from the beginning of

remember,.this policeman is

Pony- League
Final Tryout
Set Saturday

of

has

stick in a National Hockey

Lenny Wilkens, who took over

him to see

Ataiorlaague
Standings

winner

Leafs

up until then it was pretty

' team can_go,
" said a smiling

the season," Liggins said.'

Andy Harrell won 8-4 at five -iinaw wlia - I am. '
I m Lea
iover Dave Toney; and at six, Spinks, heavyweight 'charnRussell Edwards of the Tigers pion of the world.' .
"But you can't

personnel, and

finals

the

"They made that run, and

They

Conference

sparked

_Sonics'rally before halftime.

margin in the

best-of-seven

points

370 pounds. His 1977 team was the district champions in football and they repeated in 1978 and finished third in the state

position at which we're short
of

of

there's no telling how far this

Murray next fall. "He plays a

ability, I

crowd

anesty

highly recruited athlete who

"When the policeman comes

with a

ball, is from Xenia, Ohio. He's only 6-7 and weighs in at

Racer Spring
Game Roster

HOCKEY

-We were all in tune for the

Maple

groove

human, and the law is for ,scholastice average of 3.5
announcing
Evan's
In

In the singles, Ashley Smock- would be in trouble, too. I'm
lost 8-9 at one tn Mike Hain- sure that the things that
-sworth; Mickey Cochran lost happened to Spinks have
5-8 at two to Jackie Johnson; happened to everybody.

second half.

released from a hospital more

sellout

again.

the

period

champion

playoffs

the

into

Borje Salming of the Toronto

foot-

everybody," said Ali. "There

signing, Liggins said he was a

after that.

going

denied," said veteran guard

nos, who has signed at Murray State University to play

a

singles matches and two of the ,is no VIP treatment. I de
. things that if I got caught, I
three doubles matches.

got closer than eight points

momentum

they

against

Williams

halftime lead gave the Sonics

14,098 gave the Sonics a 4-2

Western

Gus

Fred Brown, whose 11 second-

series and sends them into the

driving the wrong way down a
oneway street. The second
-and

defensive

and

beleaguered

The triumph before a wild

pound

outscored

game. We were not going to be

105-94 victory Monday-night.
Coliseum

Seattle

Sonics

Basketball

National

Which

TORONTO - Defenseman

surprising

Association

driving withotit a license and

Mickey
Lee of the UP to- you, you say, 'Yessir,
Marshals; Paul Austin won 8-1 boss,' but he got proud and
. at Lout_ oyer _Rug)
, _morria;__ sem_ 'Come on, man,.you

1.95

got

rugged

Portland Trail fkazers from
the

Bell, for control of the fighter.

Cochran won 9-7 at one over
Hainswortb
and at
.
. -Jahnaon

the

early in the regular season,
the

Gregg Evans
Signs With
Murray State

has

from

part'of a championship

that

poise

through

world

over

ENTALS,

and

defending

and

Seattle

Playing with the confidence

announced.

manager

Mark Overbey won 8-1 at three

the

the

Barnes,

matches but came
back to win the remaining four

PortLInd 12-0 to take a 55-49

Jar

SuperSonics can go.

dispatched

recognizes

' world heavyweight title with a

singles

how

gave Seattle an 83-73 lead with
8:07 to play. Portland never

tripleheader. The other fights
on the card have not been

still

money

Murray lost the'first two

Walker

in

SEATTLE (AP) - Sud-

Association

barrowed

--Over--Mar
shal
s

minutes of the second period

denly, it becomes a question of

Orleans. The World Boxing

live by ABC Sports. "But-̀you
can make it hard on yourself,"
Spinks, 24, who took-Alis

The

Leon

as

Philadelphia,

McGraw,

Knife Mack

better

$51
/
2 million after CBS dropped

He' has been sued for back
rent on an apartment in

urray High

,000-victory

a

_The rematch,for which ABC

Spinks.

an-

M
Netters Win-

and

before agreeing to a rematch ,out of the bidding, will be
with Ali SepL 15 in New televimd from 0-11 Rip. EDT

champion is not tough at all,"
_ _Ali told a small group

Sonics Reach Western
finals, Whip Blazers

•

ndependeirt
AGENT
oa,

David King, CW
Regional
General
Agent

INTEGON*
I INANCIAL SERVICES
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

ON THE

--*.HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new- on the market.?

VARIED ROOF LINES of gables and sheds give this
two-story home a different appearance while maintaming its traditional flavor. The living area in Pine
HA1037P by Samuel Paul has a total of 1,664
feet. The garage space is 540 square feet. Al
" Alt
house is designed for a full basement, it can be 011111e structed with the first floor on a slab. For more Information, write to the architect—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—at 107-40 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

WANT MORE SPACE AND LESS fNERG1 WASTE? Bring modernised area into
the
heart of farnils life with prOducts like Amtico's no-wax floaringe. Herr,
“Natural
Slate" re.ili..nt zheet goods underscore a kitchen that runs out into
a back porch.

Don't move out! More space and
less work areyours right at.-home
sheet vinyl is an unnaturally
The higb. cost of living is
The rest of this kitchen
rOrcing many Anferican\ nice way to country-up any
makeover story is just as
nondescript
kitchen.
families into larger and more
easy. The rough stucco walls
Since it's available twelve
,
energy-efficient homes.
come frorroa can of textured
feet wide, requiring little or . plaint to cover- blemishes in
But they're not moving.
With the soaring prices or . no piecing, handy home decthe did area and plasterboard
new homes (the average is . orators can do-it-themselves
in -the new room.
within limited space and
now $51,500). with high
.Barnsiding stain on the
without troublesome seams.
mortgage rates and the gen. cabinets and the antique-.
No-wax
'Natural ciole"
eral trauma T reToiatida
—T"
-feetiti-itg--14.1)-1-e—asid 'highonly one ofthe handsome defamilies are finding their own
hacked befiches adds a
signs in Amtico•s Sundance
solutions to the space crunch
warm. weathered look, right
Collection. Which can be inin the three "R's--reat home with the Early Amerstalled on any floor—on
thinking. remodeling and re- icon accessories.
building. And when they do, grade, below grade or above. •
The combination creates a
And
like
they're looking_ for energymany other sheet
country-cozy area to live and
floors and tiles by Amtico.
rate
saving ideas to
work in. It's-a brand new
• into their new" old homes. "Natural Slate•• simply
home.-without moving day
won't take wax. Easy damp
This kitchen and its sleek
worries—and without
mopping will keep the floor
new flooring is a happy case
.
-in-- *Oat_ OnceL„smail _dark_
• cleating-day woes.
and hard on the upkeep, it
afforded little area for work
and none whatsoever for
family gatherings. ,
Theanswer lay juatoutside.
-the:kitchen door. where an
underused back porch could
.be metamorphosed into a
charming breakfast. riocik:'`
The major energy saver? The •
gleaming Amtico sheet vinyl
floor that absolutely refuses
to be waxed:
Structural changes—the
widening of the kitchen door
and the closing in of the
porch windows—called for a
fairly small investment in
profes
-heI p .
From then on. the family
followed,the -route more and
More homeowners have
,discovered—to their nearest
'home -center. Where 4o-ityourself building:and..dec-_
isesaiwayseiripaiies olocuma.
—Used-hereto helix old and
new space„,toget her in one
"OVERCOME with fall housecleaning? Learn the easy
unbroken , stroke. A mtico s
way from the pray."
new no-wax "Natural Slate"
thing more interesting
-People who make a living
Professionals also suggest
cleaning homes are the real
that you pamper your
experts on, doing the • most
wooden .flOors. Use a spray
housework in the least
wax to keep them from dryamount of time.
They know the product_, ing out and to make them_resistam to scuffs and stains.
that work efficiently and how
For heavy duty waxing.
to save steps. TO help your
consider renting a waxing
fall'cleaning, several profesand buffing machine.
sional house cleaners offered
Establish work zones
their advice. Here_are tbeir
Professionals advise set,
suggest Os.
DELUXE
ting up a weekly housekeepAerosols make your
BUILT IN
ing schedule to help you
easier
tough
joba
POTWASHER
manage your. cleaning
To avoid dtips and streaks
DISHWASHER
smoothly and efficiently.
when washing a wall or vinyl
/
WITH
Divide your home into
wallcovering. always start at
POWER SCRUB'
work tones. The kitchen can
the 'bottom and work your
0.
1.
"
CYCLE
be•cleaned one day,the bath'way up.
rooms the next and the living
thrripmim
The hardest spots to reroom another day.
move from walls—grease.
Moot ICA.
Organize yotrr heavy
crayon, or food spatters—
can be made- to disappear' cleaning by types. For,e xaenple. do all your woodworkwith an aerosol spray spot
cleaning at the same time. Or
remover.
set aside-a day only for carpet
-If you don't. own a selfcleaniiii. By concentrating
cleaning oven, your hest bet
your cleaning efforts you
is toclean theoven after each
save time and steps.
West kentecky
use. The longer grease and
Ounce of prevention
drippings are allowed to bake
Appliance Center
You can saveyourself grief
in. the harder they are to reby cleaning defensively. For
341 Norlik, norm,
move.
example, use a stain-.
713-4471
An oven cleaner aerosol
resistant or saterptoof
Across Frew CoMoial Homo
spray i$ an easy way to tackle
aerosol spray on upholstered
Smorgasbord
this unpleasant chore. While
furniture and on ften-used
Apphonces Ar• Our ONL Y
the spray works for you. you
portions of carpeting.
8vs,ness
can use your lime to do someWhen spills occur, the
water-resistant surfaces will
__make it simple for you to
blot" up and ..treat staig$
swiftly. An ounce of prevention is Worth a pound of ex' Pensive Cleaning bilk!
Plan your room arrangements to direct the flow of
REFINISitiNG & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
traffic away from carpeting.
Custom Built Furniture
This will minimite weiti and
tear and cleaning.'
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Professionals work in
'SOW &tilt Hardware, Alva.
teams and teamwork can
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets, or
mean less work for you. And
GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Face
you have a ready -matte
-Without Tearing Them Out
team--your family' As much.
492.4.91-1 as they may resist, you
%turret,
la.„151„„Ifilija,vA le List; h,.,
rneer to pitch in' •
•

49

759-4026 AS CLOSE
AS YOUR PHONE

• -Attention All Homeowners And Contractors Treas
Bldg. Materials Now Has A Toll Free Number. Just For
You!
fALA DEM

OATH

V
i114:1

,

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures

Friends had threatened to
picket her house. SOme jested
that they would block the bill to
foil the moving van. But one
sad day the -best of neighbors
moved away to San Jose.
What does it take to be a
good neighbor? A casserole
when a new neighbor moves
Into the community' Leoding
the new power mower with. the
snow Plower attachment'
Comforting a bereaved family'
Those things, perhaps: but it
goes deeper. In fact, Connie
Canter's
neighborliness
stretched from one end of the
town to the other. Like TV's
Wonder Woman, she could sniff
out the near-disasters, tremors
of a sort, households upset by
one thing or another.
A car breakdown' Connie
would transport neighbors and
children to the dentist, doctors,
or nursery school Or perhaps a
husband's car wouldn't start in
the morning and she just happened to be driving by your garage just in time to help him
make his train. She had a habit
of popping up just when she
was needed:
Connie could collapse a wheel
chair, field the crutches, and
have the•skier with the broken
leg in her car in five seconds
get and on time for his X-ray
at the doctor's office.
She probably kept more doctor and dental appointments
and had fewer illnesses than
anybody in her Connecticut

THE PRODUCT -- A water
filter system designed to remove impurities, objectionajge
odors and poor tastes.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this filter system can be installed on the primary water
line in a house without special
skills or tools . . that the installation requires removal of a
short length of pipe and the
placement of a filter between
the ends of the pipe without
threading or sweating because
of pressure fittings that seal securely ... that two different
cartridges can be installed; one
to remove rust, sand, silt,
sludge, scale, algae and other
sediment; the other•to filter out
tastes and odors from chlorine,
sulfur. and other sources . . .
that the unit also has a built-in
bypass system and. shut-off
valve . . and that the housing,
valve and relief button are
1110Ided _of tough eycolac
thermoplastic.
THE PRODUCT
A torch
for , brazing and welding that
uses propane gas but cuts the
time for performing these actions.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the torch provides maximum
„utilization of propane heat's potential and permits repairs and
craft activities to be done in
half the time required with a
conventional propane burner
heed: Aka the-unit else inert* used for soldering . . . that
the torch comes with a pressure-regulated propane brazeweld burner head, a spark
lighter, two brazing rods and a
14.1-ounce propane fuel cylinder
... and that recommended
uses include the repair of such
items as garden tools, metal
furniture, bicycles, coaster
wagons and toys, and the undertaking of such- activities- as metal sculpture and jewelry
making.
THE PRODUCT — Insulation
panels that cootie added on the

COvittED
PtieC
rite:

town.
Dull 'days' „She walked the
hill with a big plastic bag and
picked updetris that didn't belong on the road. Sometimes
the bag became so heavy she
couldn't drag it up the hill and
• her car had to be pressed into
trash service. She would even
• fill in some potholes on the
, way
,'In a town of do-gooders —
Ouch societies, visiting nurse
service, adult centers and a 24--.
hour emergency help group,
she could still make a big dent working on a pne-to-one bests.
Although she had been president of the women's club twice,
and was active in other organizations, some of her biggest
successes came with animals.
She was adept at getting a
i:at down from a • tree -- and
she could tell when barking
dogs had one treed and would
go looking for it. If you wanted
to go away for the weekend,
she would feed and air your anunals.
If Connie -watched" your
house when you were away,
you might be surprised when
you returned. Son Scott would
have mowed your lawn, your
pachysandra might have been
increased by hundreds and she
might have replaced some
missing stones from your rock
pall. Just the right size and
shape too

ilk primps at Christmas a
npbor would get some of her
headwork like a treasured
patch quilt, which one family
now enjoys. Afghans, crocheted
pillows and embroidery are in
other households.
Children have missed the
h o m e-baked cookies ebe
pressed into their hands when
they came home on the school
bus. In fact, her own family estoyr4 such goodies every day.
Although she has written
many glowing letters about her
new home, its swimming pool,
the golf lessons and the horseback riding to which she was
committed when her husband,
Bob, was transferred to California, a little regret often etches
its way into the otherwise
cheerful missives. It seems
there aren't too many people
that require her ministrations
in her new community.
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outside of existing
Mon covered with new siding.
tatassfacturer's claim —
these panels, 2 feet by 8 bet
and 4 feet by 8 feet, can b6
nailed disectty over the house's
original exterior . . . that they
are fitted together with tongueand-grooved edges for a snug
fit ... that they are made of a
rigid, extruded polystyrene
foam, are lightweight, strong
and virtually impervious to water . . . that the amount of fuel
savings depends upon variables
such as climate, type and local
price of fuel, but that the expected payback time is estimated at five yelirs . .. that it
is not a new material, but has
been used for piers, roofing •
systems and extensively ,in
commercial and reaidentRil
buildings '... and that, while it
is combustible, it has been subjected to intensive fire tests
and does not add to the fire
hazard of wall assemblies of
residential buildings when installed as recommended.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information hi
Andy Liutg's handbook, -Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
The water filter system is
Manufactured by Omni Corp:,
900 East 162nd St., South Holland, fll. 60473; the torch by
Berroomatic Corp., 740 Driving
Park Ave., Roches*, 'N.Y..
tefetai end theInH1P
by Dow Chemical, 2020 Dow
Center, Midland, Mich. 48640.) -

FOR All YOUR
VINYL FLOOR
NEEDS

Get A Taste
of the
--Great Outdoors
Jet the icw-p&e foot
you. This Model 1030 can do
everything your kitchen range
can do! With Charmglow, all
you mess is the mess.
WIG/4/Mg/6W
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It might mean a family
maid get a pork roast or a
chicken or one of her spectacular cakes -- the kind she and
he- grandma baked on the
farm back in Moberly. Mo.

By ANDY LANG
no finish on them. When we
AP Newsfeatures
bought the house recently, part
Q. I know about the impor
o, the agreement was that we
Lance of not replacing fuses
would do the painting. Is our
with those of a higher ampepainter correct'?
rage. Therefore, whenever I
- Supporters of oil paint
change a fuse, I malte sure I
put in one of the.saute ampe- sa it provides better coverage
✓age as outlined on the cover of arl lasts longer. Supporters of
the fuse box. There are five ererior latex say it is less susother people in my family r ceptible to peeling because it
have told them that they can allows moisture from the inside
create a fire hazard, for 'in- to pass through. Nobody can be
stance, by replacing a 1S-amp certain which-NW be better in
your case vMthout knowing
fuse with a 30-amp fuse. Yet
many details. For instance, if
the other day, when a fuse blew
out while was not at home, a there ia no moisture barrier on
t
-Mat Was - _the inside of the walls,.younee
made Fortunately, I checked likely to have trouble with peeland found the error. What I ing paint. Latex, therefore, is
would like to know is whether rerommended, not as a certain
there is some way to prevent ewe, since many other corrective measures are necessary,
this from happening'
A -- Yes. Buy what are but as a help in allowing some
called &type fusee. These come of the moisture to escape What
yoi should attempt to discover
with adapter rings which are
inserted into the sockets so is whether your painter is be..
they cannot easily be removed in, his decision on knowledge
or displaced The S-type fuse of your particular situation or
merely because he has always
then screws into the adapter
ring When the fuse blows out, used oil paint and wants to con- .„
how to do so.
anyone replacingit unscrews it
In normal fashion. The ring
stays in place, -making it imFor either of Andy Lang's-possible -for *Ay- fuse-el
bodidata. "Paint Your House
wrong she to be used.
Inside and Oet" or "Wood Finishing in the Home," sand 818
•
Q. If-ertene-nike • tb tirrart --4ftrti161d-V WM -STA
read abodt using exterior latee
s * I Vaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477 HuntPaint on the °Mare of a house
rather than oil p nt. Our paintingtort, N.Y 11743 Queations
er lays he Intaj to use oil
general interest will lAir. litipaint since he
'it is betswred In thp imbues; but 1.11tor. The outside of our bolter is
vidual retraceable* mut
covered with shingles thin have
.
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Be sure to stop by and see aor kitchen display!
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Symsonia FFA Chapter Takes
Top Honors In MSU Field Day

Variety Of Activities Are,
Planned-For Story Hours
The Outreach programmers' Community Center on May 8
have scheduled a variety of at 3:00p.p..
activities for the May Story
Parents are urged to dress
Hours at the Calloway County their children in old clothes or
Public Library. These Story a smock to prevent staining
Hours will combine en- good clothes. .
terahunent • with learning
, Cliff Heegel, the chimney
experiences.
sweep, will be the special
On Wednesday, May 3, the
Story Hour guest at 3:00 p.m.
children will fingerpaint at on Wednesday, May 10. He
both the 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 will show the children the
p.m. Story Hours.
"tools of the trade" and exFingerpainting will also be plain how he cleans chimneys.
the central activitiy at Ellis Because of this - special
Community Center on May 5 program, there will not be a
at 3:00 p.m. and at Douglas 10:00 a.m. program on this

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

DOWN

1 Consumes
..5 Den
9 Hit lightly 2 Quarrel
13 In addition
.14 Rubber
tree
15 Strips of
leather
I 7 Parent

1 Worm
2 Likely
‘3 Sailor
(colloci.)
4 Frighten
5 Lariat
8 Man's
nickname
7 Doctrine
8 Wander.
9 Violent
outburst
10 Word of

-

(coilool
18 Smell rug
19 Flower
21 Rodent
Y3Regirtstes27 Spanish
article
28 Retoice in
triumph
29 Meadow
31 Bushy
clump
34 Compass
point
35 Weirdest
38 Symbol tot.aiCkel
39 Explosive
(abbr.)
41 Corded
cloth
42 Delineate
44 Babylonian
deity •
46 Held in
•
'high regard
48 Fascination
511s
mistaken
52 Scottish
cap
53 King of
Bashan
55 Appraise
59 Mature
80 Pulverized
rock
82 Verve
63 Article of
furniture
84 Wild plum
65 Epic tale

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

On Wednesday, May 17, a
"Mystery Animal" will be the
special guest at all regular
Story Hours. The care and
habits of the "Mystery
Animal" will be explanined
when the animal's identity is
revealed. Pet World will
provide
the. "MysteryAnimal."
"To wind up the month, a
puppet show will be given at
all regular Story Hours May 22
through 26.
All children are invited to
attend these Story Hours,"
said a spokesman for the
OuVeach Program..
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Bill-Phillips Speaks
To Home Ec Class

WINS AWARD — Mark T.
Hicks, son of Opal Roberts,
College Farm Road, Murray,
is the recipient of the Ester
Twente Award for academic
ability and general sikial
work interests at The
University of Kansas School
of Social Work. The fund
honors the late Ester Twente, originator of Kansas
graduate
University's
program in social welfare
and the first chairperson of
the social work department
Hicks was one of seven
sraduate students honored
recently.

Fine Ads Fest
Is Set At CCHS

Bill Phillips, local attorney,
spoke to students enrolled in
the home economics course on
family finance " at Murray
sorrow
A fine arts festival.
11 Man''
State University. The class is
- 26 Bishopric 47 Barter
; •fliGkAilabe---feataring displays- frees a
wilo
Brown
:
46Pterce ---Showy'
taughtbyFrances
--3(1
1-6 Baggage
49 Boy
flowers
number of departments at
recerltly received the honor of
carrier
•
attendant
32 Single
CallOway County High, will be
distinguisted
the
voted
being
50 Defeat
instance
20 Geometric
held at the school on Saturday
professor at' the university.
54 Female
33 Expired
function
and Sunday, May 6 and 7.
36 Female
(colloo.)
The students are stucling the
22 Faeroe
ruff
Set from 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Islands .
56 Guido's
elements of personal financial
37 Locks of
whirlwind.
high nole
each day in the school library
planning and budgeting.
hair
and cafeteria, the festivaTirill
23 Coin
40 Abounded 57 Sink In
Phillips'subject was on "Wills
24 Beasts of
middle
43 Part of to
feature_ arts' and _crafts
of
Impact
Its
and
Probate
and
burden
58 Nahoor
be
displays, plus _live perlongterm Financial Goals."
,25 r eek
- ,sheep_
45SA84.41. Tormances. - —
letter
nickname 61 Negative
Phillips is the city attorney
Students will exhibt their
.of Murray, chairman of the
best art and crafts projects
MHO
•;•%;
"•;••
600,,
Murray- Calloway Senior
from the school year, a
Citizens Board and serves on a
spokesman said.
number of community boards
The high school band and
and committees. He has
choir will perform, plus inspoken before local groups,
dividual studetns will perform
classes, and clubs on a variety
original songs throughout the
of subjects and has been the
festival. An added highlight
featured speaker at the
will be balance beam and
University of Kentucky
dance performances by
seminar on Legal Services to
students.
the Elderly sponsored by the
Plus, the high school's
Human
Department of
vocational agriculture'classes
Resources..
will display a garden during
the two day festival.
A native of Murray, Phillips
Admission to the fine arts
has- been engaged in the
festival will be a $1 for adults
private practice of law for the
and 50 cents for students in
past 15 years.
tasty by United sature yodicate. nc
junior high level and under.
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By M. C. Garrott
The Symsonia High School Chapter-of
the Future Farmers of America took
top honors Friday In the 25th annual
Agriculture.field day at Murray State
University.
Competing against 37 other chapters
in 23 team and individual events that
attracted a record 1,278 students to the
university's 356-acre farm and the West
Kentucky Livestock and Expostion
Center, the Graves Countians compiled
3,928 points to capture -the prestigious
all-events trophy.
David Jones and Kenneth Oliver are
two vocational agriculture instructors
at the schools.
The Caldwell County chapter was
second •with 3755 points, and the
Farmington High School chapter was
third with 3,692. Arthur Slaughter and
Philip Rudolph are the instructors at
the Caldwell County school, while
Kenneth Galloway is the vocational
agriculture instructor at Farmington.
Winners in the team and individual
events included:
judging:
livestock
General
(Individual) Hugh Johns', 326 points,
first, Hendefson COUnty; Tommy
Moore,,320 points, Rgidland, second;
and Tammy Hengy, Fermingtok_Al4
Jeff Futrell, Marshall County, tied for
third with 319 points. (Team) Henderson County, 921 points, first; Farmington, second, 895 points; and
Marshall County, third, 855 points.
Dairy Judging: (Individual) Mark
Wyatt, 292, Lowes, first; Bobby Pace,
287, second, and Keith Guier, 272, third,
both of Hopkinsville. Team Lowes, 816,
first,. Hopkinsville .737—oecond; and
Henderson County, 727, third.
Soil Judging: (Individual) Denny
Gray, Lyon County, 359; Tim Ferrel,
Symsonia, 346; Terry Paschall and
• "

date.

Shane Lassiter, 335, and Ricky Cunningham, 329, all of Calloway County.
(Team) Calloway County,999; Lyon
County987; Symsonia, 958; Hickman
County, 904; and Farmington, 895.
:
Burley
grading
tobacco
(Individual) Russel Jones ad David
Noffsinger, Bremen, tied with 324;
Tood Merrick, Symsonia, 312; Richard
Tremblay, Farmington, 296; and Terry
Davis, Caldwell County, 292. (Team)
Symsonia, 864; Bremen, 836; Caldwell
county, 752; and Farmington, 736.
Dark Fired Tobacco Grading:
(Individual) Alan Fields, Lone oak,
256; a three-way tie for second between
Randy Free; North Marshall, - Bill
-Glisson, Calloway county, and Jeff
Rimers, Farmington, all with 240
points; Richard Holt, Symsonia, 216;
Larry Capps and Terry Davis of
Caldwell County Billy Rowe, Fancy
Farm, with 208. (Team) Lone Oak
fin; Caldwell County and Calloway
County, 616; Farmington, 608; and
Lowes, 472.
Air cured Tobacco Grading;
(Individual) A three-way, first place
tie: Terry Davis Bill Glisson and Randy
McCallon,'all of Calloway County with
2110 points; Judy Smith, Farmington,
256; Russel Jones, Bremen, Larry
Capps, Caldwell, and Terry Newsome,
Farmington all with 232; and Kevin Mc
Gavy, Lowes, 224. (Team) Calloway
County, 760; Caldwell County, 664;
Farmington 616; and Symsonia, 544.
Floriculture: (Individual) Pam
Dickerson, Marshall County, 250;
Sherri workman, Fulton, 247;- Dianne
Bardeau, Marshall County, 233; and
iturnmet-Paaueah biennia,
227.(Team) Marshall Courity,'233; and
Jerry Hummel, Paducah Tilghman,
227, (Team) Marshall County, 483;

459; Tilghman 453; and Lone
Oak 312.
Nursery: (Individual) Tanya Myers,
Fulton, 228; Stephenie Wyatt, Calloway
County, 227; Steve Roberson, Reidland,
213; and Marion Adams, Calloway
County, 211. (-Team) Calloway, 438;
Fulton County, 430; Marshall County,.
411; and Reidland 406.
Horticulture: (Team Marshall
County, 894; Fulton, 889; Tilghman,
798; and Reidland, 711.
Seed Identification: Mark Lawrence,Trigg County, 350; Steve Dehapps,
Farmington,343; Douglas Cotton, Lyon
County, 321; Dan Pirtle, Hickman
County, 314; and Tom Hines, Reidland,
and Brian Summerville, Symsonia, 312.
Weed Plant Identification: Gaylen_
Wilkins, Farmington, and Johnny
Cornwell, Symsonia, 280; Mary
Herane, Fulton, and Bill Sears, Lowes,
240; and Jay Simons, Heath. and Mark
Fisk, Marshall County, 220.
AuctiOneering: Ronnie Oliver,
Caldwell County, 388; Britt Spillman,
Wingo, 383; Jeff Ellis, Livingston
Central, 366; Todd White, Lyon County,
345; and Greg Wilkerson, Lowes, 326.
Horsemanship: Earl Davis, Heath,
379; Todd Ilk Caldwell County, 368;
Greg Wilkerson, Llarttli. 363' SteKlitnie
Cates,Lone Oak,3411; and Jeff Byassee,
Hickman County,334.
Tractor Trouble Shooting: Tim
Miller, Henderson, 357; David
Lovelady, Christian county, 356; Steve
Ryan, Lone Oak, 325; Jeff McGrew,
Livingston Central 296; and Greg
Morris, Hickman County, 295.
Tractor Driving'. Brent Sherrod,
Muhlenburg County, 370; Craig
-Roberts, Caldwell- OnikitY, 357; Brent
Tilford, Heath, 350; Tint Chapman,
Symsonia 313; and Todd Hickerson,
Hickman County, 310.

KSP Sex Discriminatian Hearing
Postponed,Judge To Rule

Julian Carroll that unless However, the maximum mission to the State Police
State Police comply with repayment would be the entirt Academy. They failecito meet
anti-discrimination $7 million that LEAA has Paid a 5-foot-6 minimum height
federal
requirement.
statutes in hiring officers, State Police since 1968.
Police. __contend
LEAA would suSpend further
The LEAA couldalso decide State
paymentato State Pogce. 1
not to penalize the state-if the physical standards are
necessary to insurerrniltrIt is unclear just how much dispute could be resolved.
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School in 1973.
$20 00-40 00
111/11.10.
4111,1
/
• $41 0042,00
The recital is in partial U11141164111111.3a.
FONTANA DAM, NORTH CAROLINA 281L.
$42 00-4100
Lbs.
,
fulfillment of the bachelor's' 0111411.111$
03111.00.11.0111
Ull SIXMINIJm.
E SWOT WO 14.41A5
degree in music education.
Alearaillillail Moony 13341- - ,

•

grir

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)An administrative hearing
scheduled here today on the
question of whether sex
discrimination exist.; in the
Kentucky State Police office
selection process will not be
held, according to State Police
Commissioner Ken Brandenburgh.
Instead, the administrative
law judge in the case will rule
on the record as submitted by
the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission, he said..
A decision could come
within a month.
Hinging on that decision is
repayment by the state of
several thousand dollais in
federal -Law Enforcement
Administration grants.
The 'LEAA already has
suspended the award of a
$95,000 federal grant for
Kentucky state police crime
laboratories, pending a ruling
in the case.
And the U.S. Justice
Department has advised Gov.

Over 3,000 Vets
Currently Live
In Calloway County

Wednesday Special:

Chicken Fry
Steak Meal

$2.29

SIRLOIN

st%

STOCKADE

pa

t
a::
l
ir

al

Purchase Area
Hog Market

FONTANA VILLAGE RESORT

1

.r.
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15 Articles For Sale

2 Notice
FINISH CARPENTER
and carpenter helper.
Do not apply on
Saturday. Custom Built,
753-0984.

BUILDING FOR LEASE
121 Bypass. See Betty
Hinton, Special Occasion Ltd.

CONDITIONERS.
AIR
R.C. Evans, 474-8848, or
474-2748.

20

rirl,1111,111.

Sports Equipment

29 Mobile Home Rentals

24' PONTOON boat with MOBILE
HOMES and
40 h. p. Evinrude motor. mobile
home spaces for
$1000 firm. Call 753-4530. rent, at
Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
14' ALUMINUM boat, 15
h. p. Johnson motor.
31 Want To Rent
Moody trailer. Reduced
THREE
to $550. Call 753-3536.
BEDROOM
Name or apartment.
Call 753-0000.
/917 MOD. Springfield
Winchester; 30-06 rifle.
Excellent condition. Call WANTED TO IIENT a 1
-or-1-tiedroornstouse in
759-1182 after 5.
Murray. .Would like to
MUST SELL i77 Apollo
move betweem nowead
jet boat, one new, one
first of September. Call
demonstrator. One
492-8407.
equipped 460 'Ford
engine, one equipped 454
32 Apartments For Rent
Chevrolet engine. With
SOUTHSIDE MANOR
warranty.
Edwards
APARTMENTS South
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Broad
Extended,
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
Murray,
Ky.
Apdays, 527-8814 nights.
plications now being
22 Musical
taken for new one, two

WATKINS
YOUR NEED is our FOR
Products
concern -NEEDIINE,
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
753-633.3
13th., phone 753-3128.
$3.55 NYS ALL Of TM
*OMENS LIB the fight
14 Want To But
1 - Warn Need Penny
BIBLE
FACTS INC. lor ERA. Facts Pro and
1 • 1.11itiely Math
FULL TIME DAY cook. GOOD USED MOBILE'
"" 1 • BOW* Mail
Con. Be informed
Ephesians 5:17 states:
Apply in person Colonial_.homes, Call 1-527-8322.
IPme
lee.
im
Wherefore lie ye not
1
---totf•S-ER A ,
1
House Smorgasbord. I_
1 W. B. Pennies
. Route Box 168A„West
unwise,
but ' unWANTED TO BUY used
Were 1110 ea
Paducah, Ky. 420111.
EXPERIENCED
1 • Wooden Nickel
derstanding what the
metal office desk, filing
ID
Mu hos,2S ins.
waitresses and cooks.
will of the Lord is." and..
cabinets, office 1. 1%8 S Posey(ow)
1
Apply at Trenholms
James 1:5; "If any of
two
116114 Small
Call 753-0212.
Date hasty
Restaurant, Chestnut St.
you -lack wisdom. let
1 • S Min Peony 25 yrs.
-COLOR PORTRArTS,- -Pies Free two $ 1111
ask of GOO, that
USED SWING set or
Plun 0.r Fro. Gift
firing us yours for extra
SALESPERSON FOR
giveth to all men
playground equipment,
Phis Ow Frs. Orocimito
copies. Made from any
liberally, and
downtown retail store.
Seed 13.15 sad 25 Perham
up200 amp meter base pole
size into any site.
PS:
Full and part time,
braideth not; and it shall
complete. Call Bill 43aWallets low as 24 cents,8
JIM DOMINO I CO.
Experience desired, but
be given 111m." For.
5519.
kit. S. P.a4
whim
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
will train. In applying
Bible answers or
:study
feramook Ps. I MI
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
give name, sex, marital
call 759-4600.
WANTED
STANDING
-753-8035. free parkint
status in own handlimber. We pay top
16 Home Furnishings
lot, use our rear enwriting. Apply to P. 0.
prices on good quality
trance.
Box 264X.
timber and will pay cash
FOR SALE:,,Home furSell Avce-make money. new
friends and put Avon on
or percentage your,
nishings, beautiful, old
and three bedroom,
everybody's lips. Call 753Stulfers -and Mailers
choice. Call after 6 p.m.,
ining table, heavy wood, LOWERY ORGAN,Genie
Section
VIII Hud 5750 tn Murray or 443-3366m
88. Perfect condition.
URGENTLY 502489-2334.
with brass covered feet
subsidized apartments.
Paducah
Call
753-8129 after 12
NEEDED! 125.00 per
includes 4 lyre-back
Occupancy available 30noon.
hundred GUARAN15 Articles for Sale
chairs. Call 767-2354.
60 days. Call 753-8668.
TEED. Send
self753-1441
Ask for Brenda Jones.
5 Lost And Found
addressed ,.stamped FRIGIDAIRE washer
WANTED RESPON753-1‘21
Equal
opportunity
Remington
dryer.
and
LOST MALE Seal Point
envelope, TK
ENWass Tie Tide
SIBLE party to take
753-452
housing.
typewriter. Call, 753Siamese
cat
Kirkin
TERRFUSE,
Box
21679,
Value-Think
over _small monthly
753-9332
5599.
wood-Glendale area.
NICE TWO BEDROOM
Denver,CO 80221.
payment on 6'monthsold
4
*
15442
trigs
IL
Call 762-2298 or 75341073
apartment.
Water
Wurlitzer
piano.
J
and
B
15151*
CUSTOM
MADE
WANTED
after 4:30.
MIDDLE aged
West Ky.
•
furnished. 1414. Vine.
Music,
753-7575.
hams
draperies,
made
to
your
woman for maid work, 2
Appliance Center
measurement. No labor
753-Z15
23. Exterminating
LOST 35 MM camera.
or 3 times week.„„ Call
DUPLEX 2 bedroom,_ -charge-.•
ISO
Over-patSoles & Service
rub-wide
-753,5814.
range, refrigerator,
753-44n
441
N.
terns and colors, 15 per
7534in
SAff
Reward.
washer dryer hookup,
cent off month of April.
Man
carpet, Call 753-8096.
HELP WANTED - York
Help
6
Wanted
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753- 18. Sewing
Swift Mos . .•2531029
.
Spring Co., Call 753-6646:
Oman
. 7591111
34 Houses For Rent
Inspection
WANTED - HELP with
tears 1. bad
'SEWING
753-nii
MACHINE
in
Ketley's
WANTED- Woman to do
elderly gentlemen:. Call
NICE HOUSE four miles
P
.
. - SNAOPER
cabinet, sews perfect
alterations. Apply to
for Information 753-1690.
Termite
East. City
water.
mower replacement
Full cash price, $39.50.
person, no phone calls
Garden. Couples. No
&
blades. Your choice 26",
Pest
Call Martha Hopper,
please. Murray Tailor
SOMEONE TO KEEP
pets. References., Call
28" or 30". $5.99' each. - 354-8619.
Control
Shop.
children in my home one
753-7551.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ioo sevrit
to two days a week
HOUSE OF'THOUSANDS
Mows 753-3111
Must have references.. EXPERIENCED
FOR SALE - four
IL HU.
FARM HOUSE near Ken,I Ilt`SS Over
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
Jo Years
CONSTRUCTION
Call 753-8393.
drawer file cabinet, one , Meadows, South 16th
Lake on Ledbetter Rd.
t_crt.:fwd Hy EPA
workers for general
secretary chair. Both
$50 month. For details
Street. Must .sell my
construction. Call 753=
just like new. Call 753call 1-216-234-4383 or
entire .
stock
of
3897 between 8 and 4.
, 9553 after 4:30 p‘ni.
write 18800 Whitney Rd.,
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
26. TV Radio
Strongsvile, Ohio 44136.
BUDGET HEARING
worsted weight and
HELP WANTED - full
SUPER STUFF, sure
sports weight yarns at ...
NOTICE
time salesperson for
miff! That's'Blue Lustre
FARM HOUSE near city
LT price, -to make room
1 FOR SALE
• mobile homes. Prefer
for cleaning carpets.
limits. Horse farm.
for my new line of
experienced. Phone 527Amplifying equipment
Rent electric shampooer
Small acreage, and
llewlefikriectunty i a( Slant will,hold a public
Brunswick Yarns in
1427.
- °nil 300 Custom head
Western Auto, home of
garden- spot. Spring
'biasingii(City Hall, Hazel, Ky.,7p. m., May 16,
wool and acrylic, in
and two 121* Altic
"yiishing Well Gift both
water
in
, 19781 for the purpose of obtaining comments
yard.
worsted weight and
_PARTS
Shop."
_ Refrigerator, stove, 3_
- !to
-in
- citizens regarcTing the littifieSed annual-weight. -Ndw-in - speaker!. Like • new
-sports
salesman needed.
condition.
Price
, bedrooms, fireplace.
budget and the use of Revenue Sharing funds as
stock - many new kits
Salary, commission,
$1,100.00. Telephone
TWO SEATED yard
Send resat:ft
with
contained in that budget. All interested citizens,
and pattern books in
vacat.ion
No. (901)642-4100 betswing for sale. Call 753and
references to P. 0. Box
senior citizens and organizations are encouraged
crewel and cotton
hospitalization.
ween 9:30 a.m. and
6604. ,
Ex32R.
to attend and submit Weir comments.
embroideries, latch
perience necessary
5:30 p.m. (901)642-6392
hook, needlepoint
35 Farms For Reno
after 5:30 p.m. '
Send resurne to P 0.
FOR
SALE
knitting and crochet.
Box 32Q.
'
BURROUGHS office
Stamped
tablecloths,
FOR RENT 100 acres for
adding
machine,
napkins 'sinc'. quilt tops,
soy beans, New Conmanual operfation, $10.
HELP WANTED at Rib
baby or fingering yarn.
cord. Write Harold
Call
767-2354.
Shack, 901 Coldwater
Full line of accessories
Would you like to get8
Jewell, 1750 Moorhouse,
Rd. Call 7534171.
for eh needleart... or more channels on
Ferndale, Michigan
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Needlepoir! lessons your TV? We guarantee
48220.
Thornton Tile and
SOMEONE TO haul hay
cost of ma'..erials only
8 or more! We are fully
Marble,
South 9th. Call
by the hour or by bale or
36 For Rent Or lease
Information call 753ihsured on antenna arid
753-5719.
job. Call 753-6636
3855.
tower work.

If You
'Them:
....

I

FREE

cial Concern
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

I

TV LOVERS

Help
Wanted

Division merchandise
manager. Good benefits, vacatioh,
profit sharing, good working conditions, experience preferred.
Apply in person at Roses
Department Store. Full time
position.
Equal Opportunity Employer

IMMEDIAT1 OPINING fee
Chemical Op..
. Excellent startle. mimes eel
company paid basents. Cmtact Geee D. SENO Sr., Of.
Foca Persemeal Memager,
aesiderhat Chemical Cer
pennies. twos 2. Bei 54,
Merrily, 502-7534/24.

10

Business Opportunity

FOR SALE OR LEASE Commercial metal
building 88 x 40. Gas
heat, located ,at • 406
Sunbury Circle. For
further information call
753-0839 or 753-5287.

The
Tappan Company
is

now accepting applications for

Hourly Employees
ust be miling to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
variety of job skills Persons interested should dpply in person at the
personnel office of

The Tappan Company
Appliance Group Murray Operations
Murray, KontOoky 42071

50
HORSEPOWER
Mercury motor, $500.
Call 437;4206 or 1-3548712.

19 farm Equipment
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.

TV Service
Center

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Central Center,
753-5865

SCRAP

CANDY
and
27 Mobile Home Sales
'SUPER A FARMALL
scrap log rolls. $1.00 to
_ tractor with all equip37 livestock Supplies
$1.50
WELL KEPT mobile
per
pound.
ment: Two stands of this
Available at old Almo
home. Large wooded lot.
BULLS' FOR SALE.
after 5
years lard.
New spacious work
school house,8 a.m. to 5
performance tested half
p.m. 753-4418
p.m. Monday through
shop. Edge of Cadiz.
and three-quarter blood
$9500 firm. Call 436-5590
Friday. 8 a.m. to 12
Simmental and Mainefor appointment.
noon, Saturday, Ky. SIX ROW rarrow itt
Anjou bulls. Only the
cultivator. tiig tool bar
Candy Co.
ver,y best performance
Spring tooth $900. Call
10 x50 mobile home, 2
bans selected`from over
435-4253, Max Worlunan,
TOBACCO STICKS, 15
bedroom. Call 753-5352
1.000
performance
Browns Grcr:e.
'cents each. Standard
MOBILE HOME with
tested
cows
are being
length. Call 753-4120,
room addition added On
20 Sports Equipment
offered for sale. Broad
James Sills.
good shaded large lot.
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.
33 FT. NAUTALINE
With .outside storgage
42211, Phone days 235USED PHOTOCOPY
house boat. Has Kroler
building. Call 759-1667.
5182.
machines, good conelectric generator.
dition. Guaranteed. Fast
Chrysler N• -8 engine.
29 Mobile Hoi 7gritals
EIGHT NICE PIGS,
_statement system,
Call 759-4877
Noblie L. Hurt. Call 474'TRAILER FOR RENT.
Complete back
Up
2301.
Dills
Dill
B.
at
B.
See
service and supplies. 26'
CENTURY
Trailer Ct., no phone
CRUISER, twin
38 Pets Supplies
Call 753-0123.
calls please.
Chrysler 225's with 400,,
SMOKE DETECTORS,
BIRD DOGS - 3 months _
hours total running
10 *41 TWO BEDROOM,
___nationally __advertised- --time. Sleeps 4. Extra
old. Pointer pups. Been
air condition, water and
brand. Battery operated
wormed and distemper
clean with full galley,
trash pickup furnished
and included. 'Rowland
shots. Call 1-901-247stereo tape, loaded with
$70. Call 489-2695.
Refrigeration, 110 South
5570.
optional equipment. Call
12th,
753-9537.
MOBILE HOME spaces
40, Produce
for families. Coach
Estates
Fox
and
Meadows, South 16th
WANTED
U PICK
753-3855
Kinimom Qoalifioatieinn
COLLEAE FARM rd.
High School Diploma plus typing skills of 40 words
30 Business Rentals
per minute and shorthand skills of 80 words per
STRAWBERRIES
minute.
Commercial
mile West of
1
Fringe Benefits:
•
Calloway
High, 7 a m
Spice
Nine Paid Holidzi)fs per year, paicivacation and sick
daily about May 7
For Rent
days, medical and dental insurance, and excellent
6
retintrnent system.
Building ideally suited
Phone
•••
SSIsty:
for offlee or small
Commensurate with arturattrin and experiencis.
retail establistulient
753-4402

43 Real

43 Real Estate

Esta:e

PRICE REDUCED $1000.
Price just reduced on
this spic and span 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
west of city limits.
Central heat and air,
16
36
x
lovely
greatgroom
with
fireplace and antique
oak mantel, outside

storage btaldingcrete driveway

Pikg MOMSI Services
WsUlarclesendly Touch-

and

attractive landscaping.
Phone _ _KOPPERUD
REALTY, 7X-1222.
RENTAL INCOME
PROPERTY for sale
near university. Bi-level
brick home with main
floor having 3 bedrooms,
142 baths. Additional 6
apartments with
separate entrances in
lower level. Central
natural gas heating and
central electric air.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY. 753-1222 for
courteous, reliable
service.

LEISURE
LAKE
LIVING ... Spacious
glassed-in second-story family room offers panoramic view
of lake & surrounding area. This
beautiful & unique
lake-view cottage at
Panorama
Shores
also has 2 bedrooms,t
1 bath, living room,
kitchen & double
garage & large,
separate
storage
area & can be your
answer to comfortable lake livin&.
Low 30's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

IN SEARCH of ... a
summer retreat' We
NEW LISTING - Three
have lake property
bedroom, 142 bath brick
listed in Pine Bluff
ranch home built in 1976.
Shores, Panorama,
Lake Forest; LakeWay- - Central electric -heat
pump, attached garage,
Shores and Palisades
lovely kitchen with all
Subdivision ... lots and
built-ins
and
athomes. Make an intractively decorated
vestment your whole!
throughout. Priced at
family will enjoy. Call
$35,000. Phone Kopperud
753-1492, Loretta Jobs
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Realtors.
your Real Estate Needs.

awaiinister far
-rent

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

•
I

41

Public Sales

YARD SALE, Thursday,

-FrttlarAtay 4111 and 5th.
9 to 5, 201 South 15th
Street

Guy Sp,

"Too

iii ii

75
901 Symms

DEAR Ai
!!Love TI
located
distance
centers,
and _scho
brick witl
den, fenci
wood pati
30's.. Can
you more
me at 753
details,
Realtors.

Murray

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 75110E1 •

NEW LISTING - Near
Kentucly Lake. Large
year-around home in
wooded setting. Approximately 2700 square
feet of living area in the
impressive home with
walk-out
basement.
Central heat and air, 2
fireplaces
with
heatalator, extra 2-car
garage with boat shed
and Workshop, large
screened back porch
and quality construction
throughout. Priced in
the 60's and worth it!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222. for
all your real estate
needs.

- 75

Nis 4 wan int wid off 121
S. This lovely 3 DB 11/2 bath is
ideal fw see Mee worts •
Wee let. Nemo hes term
family remit 0011 INV Wan& Alactor U is 1135 a
IS
Price rdfts.ill
5.11,5417-Call us.. wear
marts to relariM.
Nue leftistsis filowhow Green
Acres. 3 booms, brick on vi
acre lot. Kitchen hes
cook•too, 'woo. fans kings
fairy room, well-tewsil carpets. large 'porde+, area, well
lendscepeel yard with 11 trait
trees, Weida work shop. This
keine is reedy to mere it.,
leir beat hills. Price redirced.

CONVENE
LOCATIt
across th
universit
well-kept
with thr
two bath:
- heat al
basement
an extra
three ro
apartmen
entrance.
looking
priced in
that is cot
university
Phone Koi
753-1222,

753-3263 Aerials

TNE NEL
CO. It
161

NOTICE

Decle .1•44i

Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.

Call Days 153-3744
Nights 753-7618

Floored and /
mobile home
to assemble u

Just Opened
Melvie
Garland's
Antiques

CUSTI

4 Miles East of Murray
on Hwy. 94 E.
Tin-door pie safe, Marble top
dresser, Wash stands, Oak beds,
Churns, Bean pots, Ironware,etc

Moving Sale!
Some merchandise will be sold at COST, and other at
retfurml prices.

Special Prices
On Car and Home Stererres and tape players
Small office and dorm size refrigerators at a
%prided reduckd price!
folks if you're Mterestedis small r;efrioereter don't miss this sale.

in

Purchase Area Developrnent 1 Astrict
downtown. area. ConP. 0. Box 508
tact Gene McCutcheon
Mayfield, Ky-e- 42066'
at The Murray Ledger
Attention Mary Armstrong, Office Manager
& Times, 753-1916, bet7 ----•-::sestetta
,
Mkarr-irr -wad
P4o1e07 r58tt20-71111- -P. re. tar-Malik 1
-- An Equal Opportunity Employee'
,

LOTS F(
casions. '
lots for t
in Lakt
Pine BI
Shores
you are
building
look at
listed a
Drive it
Subdivisi
you then
any other
the Mul
Service.
Neubauer
0101 or 51

Purdom
Insurance
southsid.

SECRETARY

lionetat-thrtrogh-Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

-- 7,

REALTORS

-

•

.

"in

T V Service '
' Center
Central Shopping Center

it-N Murray

You wi
Panara
baths,
sliding
abundai
lovely n
Its too If

The N(
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PUT IT IN THE
43. Real Estate
I 17 SI.

43. Real Estate

w, it•itentOr

49. Used Cars & Trucks

TOUCH of Nature 1970 TRIUMPH Spitfire
surrounds , this
convertible. Call 753beautifully kept brick on
9437 after 6.
picturesque 2 acre
l&.. Some of the special 1973 'MERCURY Monfeatures of this home
tego, power, air, AMare: beautiful built-in
FM stereo, needs body
kitchen, fireplace with
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
heatalator for winter
pickup runs but motor
months,22x 15 patio for
needs work, $300. Call
stunrner cook-outs.. and
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
much,much more! May
we show you today? Call' 1973
CADILLAC Coupe
753-1492 or 753-1499
DeVille. $2400. Call 753Loretta Jobs Realtors.
7827.'
44. Lots f' - Sale
1973 JEEP WAGONEER,
FOR SALE 100 x 100 ft.
4 wheel drive, power
lot with three room
steering and brakes.
cottage On Boat Wright
$2400.00. firm. Call 753Hill. Across from Irvan.
0400.
Cobb Marina. Call Mrs.
Lowe, 901-479- GOOD
1272CHEVROLET
2156, Fulton, Ky.
y-dtloor Nova. Automatic,

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

A

Waldrop Realty

QUALREALITY

In Business
Since 1956753-5646

521146B - 1539625
,+r

LOTS FOR ALL Occasions. We have listed
lots for the vacationers
in Lakeway• Shores,
Pine Bluff and Ken
.Shores Estates. Or if
you are interested, in
building in town:lake a
look at the lot we ahve
listed a 1514 Oxford
Drive in Canterbury
Subdivision. Let us show
you these fine lots or
any other lots listed Wth
the Multiple Listing
Service. Call John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. 7530101 or 505 Main St.

LAKE
pacious
cond-stoom oftic view
;tirrounThis
unique
tage at
Shores
itooms,

room,
double
large
storage
De your

Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People
• In Real Istate"

corn-

living.
Boyd
Estate,

; - Three
bath brick
lilt in 1976.
'trie heat ?(1 garage,
1 with all
Ind
atiecorated
Priced at
Kopperud
22 for all
ate Needs.

753-7724
901 Sycamore

•

Alarm, Ky.

_
100 ACRE FARM in N. W.
County for only -$69,500.
83 'acres out buildings
and mobile home for
$87,500. 60 acres for
$45,000, 25 acres for
$22,500, 138 acres at $886
acre for more details
call The Nelson Shroat
Co. Realtors, 759-1707
IIIP

n

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The I.'nendly Touch"

I

DEAR AD READER:
!!Love This House!! It's
located in walking distance of shopping
centers, grocery stores
and school...3 bedroom
brick with rec room and
den, fenced in brick and
wood patio, priced in the
30's. Can't wait to tell
you more about -tt. Call'
me at 753-1492 for more
details, Loretta Jobs
Realtors

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate:
Southsido Court Swore

Murray, Kentucky

45 Farms For Sale
HOUSE WITH 12 acres
land, extra nicer Two
bedroom brick, shop.
Other
outbuilding.
Priced to sell. Call 7530430 or 753-8131.

You've
tried
everything you know
& your house still
hasn't sold. Why not
do it' the easy way
DIAL 753-8080 and
list your home with
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.

46 Homes For Sale
THREE STORY brick, 3
bedroom on ground.
Two rooms up. Four
rooms in basement.
Large living room, large
-kitelien, -2 baths. 13ish:
washer,
garbage
disposal and stove. 1008
Sharp St. Call 753-6638.

FIVE- acres
with water front located
at Chandler Park area
of the lake (Hamlin,
Property has long 47. Motorcycles
b/acktop road I Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
1973 HONDA., 350 SL. Less
a
portion of the
than 1,000 miles. Call
property. John
C.
436-2262 or 7534078.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
1916-TL 250 Honda set up
753-0101 or 753-7531.
for woods and trail
riding. $8251974 CR 125
Honda $375. Call 474-2741
after 4 p.m.

IttiftlY

- 753-4451

sad off 121
I 11
/
2 bertk is
ho waits e
las large
I tarps tdtis 111
/
2 it
educed te
ow, MOW•

tido+ Green
brick oa /
1
2
bus beat-in
fere he,.
te-wall awe ores. wad
rab 11 keit
k sloop. This
move Was,
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CONVENIENT
LOCATION - Walk
across the street to the
university from this
well-kept older home
with three bedrooms,
two baths, central gas
- heat and
a
half
basement. There is also
an extra plus with a
three room upstairs
apartment with outside
entrance. If you are
looking for a house
priced in the mid forties
that is convenient to the
university call us today.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222, anytime.

pine

0
THE NELSON SHROAT
CO. REALTORS
159,1707
ewe Jetts %spews c.ont*r

28' x 24'
12' high,
al for a

FOR SALE - 1973 Honda
350-4, 2 helmets included. Call 759-1918 or
720'2 Sycamore.

BOYD-MAJO S
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1974 550 HONDA, $900.
, 5,500 Miles. Excellent
condition. Call--753-3248.

Professional Serves
With The Friendly Touch

1975 SUZUKI GT 380.
Excellent condition.
Must sell. Call 759-1516.

PLAY
SAFE
BRING
YOUR
DEPOSIT. 706 Story
Ave. This sharp 3
bedroom,2 bath B.V.
home is located on
dead-end
street.
Many
desirable
features
include
wall-to-wall
carpeting, electric heat,
nice kitchen with
range & dishwasher.
Dining room w/glass
doored
china
cabinets.
Owner
being
transferred.
Don't wait in Mid
30's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

1975 HONDA 4 cylinder,
400 F-4. 3700 miles. 8750.
Call 753-0000.
1976 HARLEY DAVIDSON, 1200 Super Glide.
Black. 3400 miles. Like
new. Call 474-2346 or 7532321.
1964 HONDA 50, a
collectors item, runs
great. New tires, tuneup. I will sell to
reasonable offer. Call
767-2354.
1976 HONDA
437-9505.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

750. Call

1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. $1700. Also 1973
Pinto, good condition.
$1200. Call 753-5696.
49. Used Cars & Trucks

Floored and reedy. Up to 12 s 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages.
mobile home od-ons, end patios, or 1.1-11U118, pre,cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 s 60. Buy the best for less.

/ES

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

1972 DODGE DART,
Swinger. V-8 engine.
Power,air, low mileage.
Excellent condition. Call
after 4, 753-8560.

1971 PLYMOUTHSport
Fury. Air condition
power steering, power
brakes automatic. 1975
Chevrolet 34 ton pickup
air condition, power
steering power brakes,
-automatte:With Topper.' Call 753-5334.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT
other at

at 0

rotor

gray .

You will fall in love with' this lovely home 10
Panarama Shores at first glance. 3 BR, lk
baths, foyer, I,R, sunken family room wi
sliding glass doors to patio, nice kitchen with
abundant cabinet & storage space. 2 car garage,
lovely neighborhood for only $41,000. Call before
Its too late.

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

759-1707
kiditauhil lataaa*J4 or kusirtia-s

Eveiiingsi
Neasee Worm* 759 1716
aerie tacks 759 1056
Dee* Medal 7$3-1133$
$11411 Norris 753.1041
Ans Piapet 753411143

*

1975 CUTLAS.S S, AM-FM
stereo, power windows,
mag
wheels, good
condition. Call 753-2813.

power and air, AM-FM
radio, tape player, small
V43. $1350. Call 489-2595.

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe wo'rk
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

5ACK
AGAIN

IN

PAINTING INTERIOR, .
exterior, Also dry wall _CARP& CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
finishing. 10 years exPrompt and efficient.
perience. Call 136-2563,
Custom Carpet Care,
Ralph Worley.
753-1835.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
and
barns, farms
homes. Call Ralph
Chain Saw
Worley, 436-2563.

B and J
Hydraulics

©1978 United feature Syndicate. Inc

Call
51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

436-2788

BYARS BROTHERS 8z
BEAUTTFY your home INSULATION. BLOWN
SON'- General home
IN by Sears save on
with lightweight easy-tothese high heat and „remodeling, framing,
install Eldorado Stone.
cooling bills. Call Sears --"%luminum siding and
No costly footings or
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
753-2310 - for
foundations. 100 percent
free
or 1-362-4895..
estimates.
masonary
fireproof
'product. Less than the
LICENSED ELECcost of natural stone. MITCHELL
TRICIAN prompt ef1968 FORD Galaxie
BLACKTOPPING Use for interior or exficient service. No job
convertible, very nice
sealing, patching
terior. An excellent dotoo small. Call Ernest
car. $1000.00 firm. Call
striping. For free
it-yourself
or we
White, 7514605.
753-4530.
will install. Buy direct
estimates call 753-1537.
from
our factory.
1975 BUICK SKY HAWK,
Timber-Lodge Stone and SEPTIC TANK PUM- WET BASEMENT? we
make wet basements
PING. Residential and
power steering, power
Fireplace, 706
N.
dry,- work completely
tamitirt Lis& Rex Camp
brakes, air, automatic.
Market Street; Parts,
guaranteed. Call or
753-5933.
AM-FM, tilt wheel. 1973
Tenn. 38242 Phone 901write Morgan ConV. W. Super Beetle. Call
642-1328.
PROFESSIONAL
struction Co., Route 2
7.59-464)5 after 5.
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
window cleaner, private
42001. Phone day or
homes, offices, store
1976 FOUR WHEEL drive
DO YOU need stumps
night 442-7026.
fronts, etc. 20 years
F250. Call 759-1130.
e- removed from your yard
experience. Call 901-782or land cleared of
5981.
1968 CHEVY Bel Aire
stumps? We can remove
Wagon, automatic, $300.
stum Rs up to 24" Guttering by Sears, Sears
1969 Pontiac Grand
beneath ground. Leaves
continuous gutters inPrix, $600. Call 759-4198
only sawdust and chips.
stalled
per
your
or 753-3570.
Call for free Estimate,
specifications.
Call
QUALITY SERVICE
Steve Shaw. 753-9490 or
Sears 753-2310 for free
Company Inc. Air con1976 CHEVY MONZA,
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
estimates.
dition sales and ser19,000 miles'. $2600 or
vice. Modern sheet
best offer. Call 759-1158.
_ _VEPERIENCED 111-AINmetal
department.
TER, interior or exFENCEikLES at Sears
50 Campers
Larry
Wtsettar ,
now. Call Sears 753-2310 terior. Call for free
President. Phone 753for free estimates for
estimate 489-2322 after 6
WHITES CAMPER.
9290.
p.m. -"
SALES - Your friendly' your needs.
4..
Starcraft dealer. Travel trailers, pop ups, ured
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 94
Highway 4 miles `from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
1976 CHEVROLET dump
truck, 12,000 miles. 1977
Case 580 C backhoe, 200
hours. Ditch Witch
trencher, 1972 International Scout. Call
527-1315.or 474-8854.

ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Fiele
tile lines installed, 26
years
experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

RENT RINSENVAC
lie Odor "slo-it-yoursiolf"
nailed deans carpets as...
WILT3ri pound 'portable powerhouse does.11th. work

mwrwatctearle,nrua: and vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a suade sweep..
.•
KONORUCALL2cleans the way
professionalstio-at
a fraction of the_coet
(YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM'

1:11ipel.
ff

And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service _

rum

neat for only 912.00 s dry

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Higinvey 94 East
751-0400

_Bel-Iiir Decor Store
11•1.11r C•Wer /13 3642

CONCRETE
finishing.
Patios, driveways, etc.
Call 753-0659.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
*House
Ca//s

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Mon.-Wed. &I
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. & Sat. 8•2:30

*Hospital
Calls

*Hair Cuts •5haves
209 WalnutStreeL

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

A

sEAsop
PASSES

Season passes are now on sale

for the 1978 year for MurrayCalloway County Pool. Acquire prior
to pool opening and receive a_$5.00
discount on family and single passes.
The passes may be obtained at Paris
Dept. office, 104 effli lassyne,
7640.
-nt

FOR SALE- 36" camper
for long wheel base
pickup. Paneled with
small cabinets in front.
Roof vent, roll out side
windows, removable
rear section with center
door. Like new. $350.
Call 492-8425.
IDLEWILD CUSTOM
fiberglass camper for El
Camino or Ranchero
trucks, sleeps four, gas
cooking and heat, 3 way
refrigerator. $2500. Will
sell equipped El Camino
truck if desired. Call 7537745. •
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call. 502.-5_24
:
51 Services Offered
WILL DO ALL TYPES
carpenter *ork. Experienced. Large or
small
jobs.
Free
estimates. Call 527-1023.
ANV KIND of Milling in
city or county. Call 7591247 or 753-9685.

.1970 .OLDSMOBILE 98,
Forest green., power,
AM with tape
player. Good condition.
$2,000. Call 76/-2776.

J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.

1923 PONTIAC Ventura,6 MOBILE HOME 'AN-cylinder, • automatic, . +MORS, _underpinning,ikkrAnatec- einverwr.titretrent condition:
• roofs sealed. Call Jack ,
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
in. or weekend.
1973 GREMLIN 6 'cyl.
straight shift. Gets -27
miles per gallon and in FORNSU AlON
needs. Call Jackson
condition.
excellent
$950.00. Phone 14.54- ' Purchase Insulation,
759-1820. 6217.

Bill Rayburn
Sales Associate

George Gallagher
Sales Associate

The 1978 Sales year has been one of the busiest ever and
are experiencing a
‘ery heavy housing demand. Due to extremely strong sales,
are in need of new
listings. If you really want to sell your home or other property, list with the action
team at Kopperud Realty. lust phone the number that gets results-753-1222. We
have buyers rvaitigg,_
Everything We Touch Turns to Sold

n9-1561.

•

_

41111.

STAJICRAFT
pop-up
camper- with awning
sleeps 8, $1250. Call 7536430.

1971 DATSUN 2407, good
-running order, needs
body work $1800. Call
753-6688 or 753-1931.

4
3, •

Member
Multiple
Listing
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Deaths and Funerals

Stock Market
Pricer etde&et local interest et nom
hniehed to di. Ledger &
EDT, latin irst
et Michipn. Corp., of
11mas by
Murray, wsis lebara:
ladastriai Avg.
Airco
,
Al Mimi'
Arnericaa Meters
Asidend Oil
fronericre Telephone ,Frilled/et
Gemini Mikes
General Tire
Goodrich.
Haddein

4-36
le% unc
II% As
44 uric
We -x4
634 -+.
- 51 -4
65 -k.

Mrs. Dimple Jones, widow
11% A4
Raymond Moore Hutson.
Ogle B. Cachruni died
21% 44
Marvin Jones, died, this
of
age 86, of Route One. Sunday'at 9:05 p.m. at the _
IBM
the
at
o'clock
atnine
morning'
,
at
Friday
Hospital
51% A.
Buchanan, Tn., died
McDonald'
Community
Nursing Home. She Patinraft
Mug +44
the Murray-Calloway .County Mayfield. He was 86 years of Westview
of age.
354 + Ne
Hospital. He was a retired age and a retired farmer of was 71 years
224 unc
Born Nov. 24. 1905, in Henry Cinder Outs
farmer
Sedalia Route One.
.
I. -4
was the NINO
she
Tn.,
County.
Henry
by
in
35% mac
1892,
survived
Born April 25.
Terme
The deceased is
Judson
late
-,-,
n%
the
of
daughter
Waldilert
County. Tn.. he was the son of his wife. Mrs, crete Cochriun;
and Maude Burton Orr. wasie...._.. , sr. bid,SI sok
the late John Hutson and one brother, Lester 7‘f. Orr
member of the
Elizabeth Cooper liutswi. His Cochriirn, Farmington; three She was a
Church.
Baptist
Dexter Gospel Center _
Hazel
Cook,
Lurlie
D.
first wife, the former
sisters. Mrs. D.'
Mrs. Jones is survived by
Whitworth. preceded him in ' Cuba, Mrs. Lucile Cook_ and
Miss Marelle Cfrr, TO Hold Revival Meet
death. He later married the Mrs. Jewell Olds, Memphis, Tour sisters,
and Mrs:
Paschall.
Mello
former Audie Thomas who -Tn.; several nieces and Mrs.
and
Hazel.
of
all
West,
Bobby
of
member
nephews.
survives. He was a
- Revival services will be held
Kirksey.
of
Darnell
Ruby
Mrs.
the Mt Sinai,Baptist Church.
The funeral will be held
at the Dexter Gospel Center,
The funeral has been kxatedjustaff U. S. Highway
Survivors include his wife, Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. et
for Thrusday at two
641 in Dexter, starting Wed,Mrs. Audit Hutson: two the chapel of the Byrn Funeral scheduled
Hazel Baptist
the
at
Rev.
William
daughters. _ Mrs.
nesday, May 3, and continuing
Home Mayfield. with the
the Rev. James
Latidene ) Carlile. Far- Fred Alexander and the Rev. Church with
through Sunday, May 7.
Burial
Garland officiating.
Speaker for the services at
mington Route One, and Mrs. W._ C. Howard officiating., T.
in the Oak Grove
each evening will be the
Maxie Stover, Detroit, Mich.; Interment will-follow in the -Will follow
7.30
the
with
Geraldine Baker, costepson. litlarold Wilson, Cuba Church of 'Christ 'Cemetery
Rev.
were administered the
MURRAY STATE REGENTS: Three members of the Murray State University board of regents
arrangements by the Miller
the
with
two sisters. Cemetery.
church
the
of
Cookeville.
-appointed to four-year terms
pastor
oath of their office prior to the „regular meeting of the board Saturday, April 29. Re
Home of Hazel where
Mrs. Tenie Duncan, Hazel,
Dwaine Baker who invite
Friends May call at .the Funeral
Rev.
right, a member since Aug.6,,
Elkton,
,
MCCuiston
were Bill Carneal, left, Owensboro,a Texas Gas executive, and Jere
friends may call after twelve the public to attend.
In the center is. Martha
and Mrs. Ruby Dick, Murray; funeral home.
Paxton.
1976, when he was appointed to fill the unexpired term otraducah banker Frank
noon on Wednesday.
Government, she
Student
five grandchildren; ten great
State
Murray
the
of
Boles, a senior from Madisonville. As the newly-elected president
Mrs. Patsy Dyer, is
grandchildren. A son, Curls
oath
the
automatically becomes the student representative on the board. Administering
Hutson also preceded him in
_board.
,
oLthe
aecretaqf.,
secretary to Murray President Constantine.W, Curcisind
death.
held
• The funeral ‘47'as
Sunday at 230 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Pans. in., with
'
,
Final rites for L. Carnie
Dr. James A Fisher, Sr. grandehildrff.. • '
.
The Rev. James T. Garland Hendon of 1603 Magnolia
will
they
retirement
After
United
First
the
at
Minister
officiating. Pallbearers were
Drive, Murray, were held this Methoist C'hruch for the past inake their home in Memphis,
Elton Hutson, John Burton,
_
morning at ten o'clock at the five years will retire aflet.i3"2 Tn.
Now.
Herbert Dick David Cathie,
_rhueeh
-the.I..
at -the-__ Zhiembers
in
the-ministry
_
years,Paraltut;
Butch Hu-t:son. arid
Funeral Home with' the Rev. annual meeting of the will honor the Fishers on
suggesting any abolition of equity
litin.
will receive increases from 135,000 to
By SY RAN1SEY _
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the Memphis Conference in June. Friday, May 5, with a Buffet
considerations or the need to make pay
$38,500.
Associated Press Writer
supper to be served at 6:30 p.
Rev. Lawson Williamson
competitive."
- The statement from the governor's
m. for members and out of
. officiating and Miss .Louise
FRANKFORT;Ky.(AP) —New pay
He said the adjustments, when
the
of
percentage
said
the
office
annual
-- 'tnwrr guts.•
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there
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Stevens
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Stevens, who is the governor's
Mr. Hendon, age 73-, died
The nine cabinet secretaries will
Ture, all hearing problems
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those for agency heads 8 perCent
asked
was
affairs.,
of
internal
director
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round
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number
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University
Vanderbilt
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officers, Jack Hall and Roy Stevens,
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average of the neighboring states
"We don't believe the President was
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Rev
the
pastor,
The
Evanfrom ‘-North Western,
These models are free, so
William Strong, will speak at
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-eleven a.m. worship
Lambuth College. Jackson,
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services on Sunday, May 7.
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former Annie Laurie Farmer, services
today to Dept. 2066, Beltone
NEEDS
each week. New seating pews
they
and
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of
native
a
Electronics Corp.. 4201 W. Vic'and floor covering have been
tivities. An how- before they began,
have four children and four
assembled rabbis and Jewish leaders,
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are
officials
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with Secretary of State Cyrua
cheon
Israel
with
partnership
friendship and
exchanged by President Carter and
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commitmen
absolute
total,
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Minister
Prime
and
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North Pleasant Grove
Israel's security.... We will continue to _ about one of the disputes.
gin were more the result of ceremony
The two sides had "agreed to
Plans Church Supper
do so not just for another 30 years, but
than progress in the peacemaking
on the //Carter's deterdisagree"
forever."
The North Pleasant Grove process.
mination to press ahead with the sale of
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the
be
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not
word
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who.
No
The
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the
mark
to
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to attend, Washington
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killed In the Incident.
The fish kill allegedly occurred when
A nifty little button under
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but
going,
the dash electrically
good
diafogue
a
got
"We've
Rev. Dewayne Franklin.
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Leaking Tequila

CAVE CITY, Ky.(AP) -- A
truck carrying 4,000 gallons of
150-proof tequila was found to
be leaking at a truck: stop
here, state police said.
Officers 4id the driver
discovered the leak Monday.
when he pulled in to refuel.
Police said that the scene
had to be cordoned off because
of people trying to collect
samples of thi cafko before it
7eriulfrr'fItt • trlfe~*swi
another truck.

GLC
3-DOOR
DELUXE

"West Kentucky'S Economy
Car Headquarters"

800 Chestnut

Murray, Ky.

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Like,7 a.m. 3511.3,
flown 4.1.Below dam 31111,1, up 0!7.
Barkley dam 314.2, up 1 0
Sunset 7:45. Sunrise 6:02.
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MSU Faculty Members Awarded Grant

State
Murray
Two
University faculty members
have been awarded the
Presidential
university's
Research Fellowships of
$2,500 each by the Committee
on Tnstitutional Studies and
Research.
Or. Melvin F.. Page, an
assistant profesSor of' history
since 1975, will .send .the!

--#.541Pin •

doing researett-on the. role
World War I played in shaping
the history of central and
southern Africa.
other
the
Receiving
IeIlowThIfS was Dr. Terry ft
assistant
an
Barrett,
professor of psychology since

Page earned
the
onat
degree
dergraduate
American University in 1964,
the master's at Howard
University in 1968 and in 1976
was awarded the doctoral
degree at Michigan State
University.
Page's doctoral dissertation
entitled, ''Malawians in the
Great War and After,. 1914Wats based on three
w000fteafe- or relltdenee
years ago..
Winners of, -the initial re.arch among the African.
•
fellowships last year were Dr. illationsis
a
native.
of
Barrett
an
,
Cartwright
Joseph
associate professor of history, Snaqualine Falls, Wash.. and
and Karen Boyd, an associate holds an Und.riK44141ate
from , Western
degree
professor of art,
A native of Fresno. ('all!, Washington State College.

1975. He plans research to
determine whether memory
deficit* typically g round in
older 'adults may be best
understood air a generational
maturational
as a
or
phenomenon
The -Page and Barrett
proposals wert selected from
a large number submitted in
competitive
the

Both his master's and doctoral
degrees were earned at ,the
University of Coloradg,
besigned , to tesr the
possibility that fircall, or
memory, differences found
between younger and older
people often may be due to
differences in generational
than
rather
variations
changes,
maturational
Barrett's-'research will. int gifiun Of
recruited from the Mayfield
area
Thirty-two will be 65 to 74
years old; the other 32 between 16-211 years af age. Each
group will consist of 16 males
and 16 females
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